HEEDING BIBLE PROPHECY
UNDERSTANDING SATAN'S PLAN
To Counterfeit the Second Coming of Christ & the Restoration of All Things
GOVERNMENT
N.B. Each topic is titled with a familiar Bible term. The parenthesis ( ) which follows identifies either the
actual or a counterfeit fulfillment of prophecy through the agency of the secret societies. Please see
Introduction for protocols of this prophecy study.

10. NEW GOVERNMENT
12. NEW LAWS
A. World Government/Fourth Kingdom (Federalism)
B. Ten Kingdoms/Kings/Horns
(Merovingian Kings/Regionalism)
C. Kingdom of Christ (New Group of World Servers)
D. Mount Zion/Sion (Mount Hermon/Paneas)
E. Spiritual Hierarchy
(European Council of Princes/Merovingian Bloodline)
F. God/Christ/7 Spirits of God (Council of Nine)
G. Twenty-Four Elders (Dragon Court)
H. King of Kings (Dragon King/Pendragon)
11. NEW MESSIAH

A. Laws Changed (Noahide/Natural Law)
B. Judgment Seat of Christ (War Against the Saints)
C. Beheading (Capital Punishment)
D. Mystery Babylon Judged (Rome/Crimes Against Humanity)
E. Nations Judged (World Court)
F. White Throne Judgment (World Judged)
G. Lake of Fire (Holocaust)
13. NEW MILITARY

A. Beast out of the Sea (Pan)
B. Jacob's Pillar (Stone of Destiny)

A. Christ's Army (Knights Templar)
B. Wars & Rumors of Wars (World War III)
C. Babylon Destroyed/Mideast War
(World War IV/Arab Alliance)
D. War Against the Dragon (Roman Church/Pope)
E. Peace & Safety (Disarmament)
F. Armageddon/War Against Jesus Christ (Star Wars Program)

C. Tribe of Judah (Tribe of Dan)
D. 666/New Name/Number of Beast (Third Adam)
E. Throne of David (Throne of Satan)
F. Scarlet Beast (Red Robes)
G. Heavenly Palace (Palace at Mount Hermon)
H. Sceptre (Rod of Authority)
I. Deadly Wound (Lance/Sword)
J. Lion of Judah (Lion of Dan)
K. Pierced Hands (Cross/X)
L. Horns/Eyes (Horn of the Unicorn/All-Seeing Eye)

14. NEW CRIMES
A. Betrayal (Intelligence Operations)
B. Book of Life (Computer Databanks)

10. NEW GOVERNMENT
10-A. WORLD GOVERNMENT/FOURTH KINGDOM (Federalism)
PREMISE



During the Millennium, the world government of all nations will serve Jesus Christ.
During the Golden Age, the world government of all nations will serve the Antichrist.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament: King Solomon ruled over a world kingdom;
The Millennium: All nations will become part of the world kingdom that will be set up and ruled by Jesus
Christ.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: Atlantis created the democratic republic concept of government.
Old Testament Period: Plato revived the concept of a republic and wrote a history of Atlantis; a world
federation was set up by the Druids.
Church Age: The occult societies set up various experimental federations: United States, U.S.S.R.,
League of Nations, United Nations. The United States was created specifically as a forerunner to the
United Nations. Democracy will be the pretext for the coming world kingdom.
Tribulation: The world federation of all nations will be created known as the New World Order. At midTribulation, the U.N. will be replaced by a global kingdom in an attempt to go back to the future - to the
days of Noah, before Genesis 10, when there were no nations as such.
Great Tribulation: The Antichrist will rule over the world federation of continents. (See next section:
Regionalism 10.B.) The Order of the Temple of Solomon and the Prieuré de Sion are the hidden
leadership behind this coming world kingdom.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


King Solomon ruled over a world kingdom.
He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and from the river unto the ends of the earth. - Psalm 72:8
THE MILLENNIUM



All nations will become part of the world kingdom that will be set up and ruled by Jesus Christ.
I saw in the night visions...one like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the
Ancient of days,... and there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that ALL PEOPLE,
NATIONS, AND LANGUAGES, SHOULD SERVE HIM: His dominion is an everlasting dominion,
which shall not pass away, and His kingdom that which shall not be destroyed. - Dan.7:13-14
...Though I make a FULL END OF ALL NATIONS whither I have scattered thee, yet will I not make a
full end of thee... Jer. 30:11
Yea, all kings shall fall down before Him; all nations shall serve Him, - Ps.72:11

PROGRAM OF SATAN
PRE-FLOOD ERA


The Atlantean form of government is the basis for modern government.
"Mr. Baldwin shows ('Prehistoric Nations', p. 114) that the Cushites, the successors of the Atlanteans,
whose very ancient empire extended from Spain to Syria, were the first to establish independent
municipal republics, with the right of people to govern themselves; and that this system was perpetuated
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in the great Phoenician communities; in 'the fierce democracies' of ancient Greece; in the 'village
republics' of the African Berbers and the Hindoos; in the 'free cities' of the Middle Ages of Europe; and in
the independent governments of the Basques, which continued down to our own day. The Cushite state
was an aggregation of municipalities, each possessing the right of self-government, but subject within
prescribed limits to a general authority; in other words, it was precisely the form of government possessed
today by the United States. It is surprising thought that the perfection of modern government may be
another perpetuation of Atlantean civilization." - 635:452-53
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


A world federation was set up by the Druids.
"According to Caesar, the druids in Gaul were organized into a federation or brotherhood that extended
across tribal divisions and was headed by an archdruid; they met once a year...to arbitrate private and
intertribal disputes. They thus wielded great political power and were an important cohesive force among
the Celtic tribes. The druids in Gaul were the core of the rebellions against Rome." - 124:799

CHURCH AGE


The occult societies planned for a world federation under the guise of Christianity.
" ... Christianity...has set before us the final unity of human society...the membership of nations. The ideal
is not of our own making; it is, as Mazzini said, beyond us and supreme over us." - 139:283-4, V.1 (B.F.
Westcott, "The Glory of a Nation")



The occult societies set up various experimental federations.
o

United States
"The roots of such a vision lie in ... the founding fathers of the United States... in the
effort to form a new and inclusive polity from the 13 North American colonies - a 'grand
rehearsal' for our time." - 3:ii
"The structure of the U.S. Constitution was based on Masonic ideals, and the federalism
created by the Constitution is identical to the federalism of the Grand Lodge system of
Masonic government created in 1723. - 42:246
"The Rosicrucians' political manifesto included the establishment of a social system
which treated all people equally within a democratic framework... " - 25:49
"For more than three thousand years, secret societies have labored to create the
background of knowledge necessary to the establishment of an enlightened democracy
among the nations of the world... All have continued... and they still exist, as the Order of
the Quest. Men [who]... labor in the cause of world democracy decided that in the
American colonies they would plant the roots of a new way of life. The Order of the
Quest... was set up in America before the middle of the 17th century... Franklin spoke for
the Order of the Quest, and most of the men who worked with him in... the American
Republic were also members... Not only were many of the founders of the (U.S.)
Government Masons, but they received aid from a secret and august body... in Europe
which helped them establish this country for a particular purpose known only to the
initiated few." (Manly P. Hall, The Secret Destiny of America) - 51:93

o

U.S.S.R.
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"Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)... former republic. It was established in
1922 and dissolved in 1991... Politically the USSR was divided (from 1940 to 1991) into
15 constituent or union republics...ostensibly joined in a federal union, but until the final
year or so of the USSR's existence the republics had little real power." - 124:2924 (6th
Edition)
o

League of Nations/United Nations
"The first chairman of an influential but almost unknown organization established in
1910 was also a member of the Order [of Skull & Bones]. In 1920 Theodore Marburg
founded the American Society for the Judicial Settlement of International Disputes, but
Marburg was only president. The first chairman was [Skull & Bones member] William
Howard Taft ('78). This Society was the forerunner of the League to Enforce the Peace,
which developed into the League of Nations concept and ultimately into the United
Nations." - 711:27



Rothschild-controlled Round Table groups have planned, influenced and orchestrated world federation.
"Quigley, quotes Stead, is relating that Rhodes stands for the Rhodes Scholarships 'was that after thirty
years there would be between two and three thousand men in the prime of life scattered all over the world,
each of whom, moreover, would have been specifically - mathematically - selected towards the founder's
purposes...' He then relates that they founded the Royal Institute of International Affairs and CFR 'in
hope to federate the various parts of the empire, then confederate the whole of it, with the United
Kingdom, into a single organization. He also hoped to bring the United States into this organization to
whatever degree possible.'... 'The chief backbone of this organization grew up along already existing
financial cooperation running from the Morgan bank in New York to a group of international financiers in
London led by Lazard Brothers... It was known that the CFR was a front for J.P. Morgan and Company in
association with the very small American Round Table group...: Elihu Root, the Dulles brothers, and John
J. McCloy...'" - 163:37
"...the Illuminati decided to create an arm of the Rothschild funded Round Table groups which could
help influence western society towards the embracement of globalism.
"The original idea was to create an international special interest group of advisors that would promote a
New World Order, called the Institute of International Affairs. The plan eventually changed, the Institute
was split up so that separate groups could influence separate governments without having the appearance
of a conspiracy. These groups were formed at what are called the Hotel Majestic meetings. Baron #1
Edmond de Rothschild of France was the main force behind these meetings, and all the founders of these
groups were men who had met with his approval. Chief of these was Rothschild agent Colonel Edward
Mandell House.
"...The CFR Handbook of 1936 explains how it was established... 'On May 30, 1919, several leading
members of the delegations to the Paris Peace Conference met at the Hotel Majestic in Paris to discuss
setting up an international group which would advise their respective governments on international
affairs.... Consequently, they organized the Council on Foreign Relations, with headquarters in New
York, and a sister organization, the Royal Institute of International Affairs [RIIA], in London, also known
as the Chatham House Study Group, to advise the British Government. A subsidiary organization, the
Institute of Pacific Relations, was set up to deal exclusively with Far Eastern Affairs [and facilitated the
Pearl Harbor attack]. Other organizations were set up in Paris and Hamburg, the Hamburg branch being
called the Institut fur Answartige Politik, and the Paris branch being known as Centre d'Etudes de
Politicque Etrangere...'" - 77:197
N.B. Logo of First Horseman of the Apocalypse
on CFR magazine, Foreign Affairs. - 882
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In effect, the world federation is now functioning in a preliminary stage.
"Many observers see the [non-governmental organizations] as a functioning alternative world government
already in place... [a] vast network of over 1300 NGOs based at the UN." - 42:317
"[Maurice Strong], President of the World Federation of United Nations Organizations" - 68:6
"Robert Muller is co-founder of Planetary Citizens...to encourage all the citizens of the globe to force
their nations into a One World Government...by the year 2000." - 89:34

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


The world federation planned by the secret societies will be established.
"In...'Panorthosia' (Universal Reform), [Johann] Comenius...expected that the world would be organized
in a single federation... the World Peace Court would represent the political organization...'" - 84:91
"...the [Prieuré de Sion] claim that Godefroi de Bouillon met representatives of a mysterious 'Church of
John' -- in other words, the Brothers of Ormus -- and as a result of that encounter decided to form a 'secret
government'. The Knights Templar and the Priory of Zion were duly created as part of this master
plan...to conform to the ideals of this mysterious Church of John." - 242:147-48
"The German metaphysician, Immanuel Kant, advocated the establishment of a world federation of
republican states..." - 169:19
"[Adam] Weishaupt [said], 'It is necessary to establish a universal regime and empire over the whole
world..."' - 85:2
"The 32nd Degree [of Freemasonry] teaches that 'Masonry will eventually rule the world.'" - 83:240



The world federation of nations under the auspices of the United Nations will be superseded by the
federation of continents.
"...a shadowy group...was founded in 1947 by two [CFR] members. The UWF [United World Federalists]
promotes the setting up of a world governmental structure under the auspices of the United Nations
involving countries from both the East and the West power blocs." - 25:167
"In 1959, the CFR published a document titled Study No.7: 'Basic Aims of U.S. 'Foreign Policy', in which
it stated: 'The U.S. must strive to build a new international order...including states labeling themselves as
'socialist'. 'The study also urged that the United States 'maintain and gradually increase the authority of
'the United Nations' and 'make more effective use of the International Court of Justice....'" - 87:132
"...the preparation of a world constitution...began in l965, in Milan, Italy... (A) second session...would be
referred to as the World Constituent Assembly - the new name given to the convening of the World
Constitutional Convention...held in June of 1977, at Innsbruck, Austria. (A)dopted by twenty-five
countries (t)he resulting document came to be known as the Constitution for the Federation of Earth." 88:165
"...[Lucille Green, Founder, United Peoples Assembly, and Past President of the World Government
Organizations Coalition] states:
'Based essentially on these East-West principles of interdependence, A Constitution for the Federation
of Earth has been completed, after ten years work by people from two dozen countries and all five
continents, and signed by 160 participants at an assembly of world citizens in Innsbruck Austria in June
1977.'" - 233:167
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―What was David ben Gurion‘s idea? '…In Jerusalem the United Nations (a truly United Nations) will
build a shrine of the Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents; this will be the Supreme
Court of Mankind to settle all controversies among the federated continents‘.‖ 211:81
GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


The fourth beast, the kingdom of Antichrist, will rule over the world federation.
..The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and
shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.- Dan.7:23
And I ...saw a beast rise up out of the sea,...and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and
nations. - Rev.13:7
How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! How art thou cut down, which didst
weaken the nations. They that look upon thee,... saying, Is this the man that made the earth to tremble,
that did shake kingdoms? - Is.14:11-16

PERVERSION OF SCRIPTURE


Modern versions have revised the song of Moses to apply to the Antichrist instead of Jesus Christ.
Revelation 15:3
KJV - And they sing the song of Moses the servant of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying, Great and
marvellous are thy works, Lord God Almighty; just and true are thy ways, thou King of saints.
NIV - changed "saints" to "ages"
NASB - changed "saints" to "nations"

PERSONAL APPLICATION

10-B. TEN KINGDOMS / KINGS / HORNS (Merovingian Kings/Regionalism)
PREMISE



During the Millennium, Jesus Christ will appoint kings to rule over His Kingdom.
Under the Antichrist, ten kings will rule over the ten kingdoms of the Golden Age.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament Period: King Solomon divided Israel into twelve regions under twelve rulers.
Great Tribulation: Jesus Christ will destroy the Satanic kings of the earth at the end of this period.
The Millennium: Jesus Christ will set up His own kings, King David being one of them.
New Heavens & New Earth: Christ's Millennial kings will enter into the New Jerusalem.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: Atlantis had 10 regions governed by 10 kings.
Old Testament Period: There was a federation of 7 pagan kings in Genesis 14:1-3. Israel's northern
kingdom had 10 tribal rulers.
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Church Age: Regionalism is planned by the occult; the world begins operating as 10 trade regions.
Tribulation: The world will be governed as 10 regions. The Hashemite dynasty will be restored in the
Middle East as a decoy to counterfeit 10 kingdoms/kings/horns.
Great Tribulation: Ten Merovingian kings will take over 10 world regions; the Antichrist will destroy 3 of
these kings. Eventually 7 Merovingian kings will govern 7 continents.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT


King Solomon divided Israel into twelve regions under twelve rulers.
And Solomon had twelve officers over all Israel, which provided victuals for the king and his household:
each man his month in a year made provision. - I Kings 4:7-19
GREAT TRIBULATION



Jesus Christ will destroy the Satanic kings of the earth at the end of this period.
The Lord at Thy right hand shall strike through kings in the day of His wrath. He shall wound the heads
over many countries. - Ps.110:5-6
And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against
him that sat on the horse, and against his army. And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet
that wrought miracles before him, with which he deceived them that had received the mark of the beast,
and them that worshipped his image. These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with
brimstone. And the remnant were slain with the sword of him that sat upon the horse, which sword
proceeded out of his mouth: and all the fowls were filled with their flesh. - Rev. 19:19-21
And it shall come to pass in that day, that the LORD shall punish the host of the high ones that are on
high, and the kings of the earth upon the earth. And they shall be gathered together, as prisoners are
gathered in the pit, and shall be shut up in the prison, and after many days shall they be visited. - Is.
24:21,22
THE MILLENNIUM



Christ will set up His own kings, David being among them.
And I will set up one shepherd over them, and he shall feed them, even My servant David; he shall feed
them and he shall be their shepherd. And I the Lord will be their God, and My servant David a prince
among them; I the Lord have spoken it. - Ezek.34:23-24
And David My servant shall be king over them; and they all shall have one shepherd: And My servant
David shall be their prince forever. - Ezek.37:24-25
But they shall serve the LORD their God, and David, their king, whom I will raise up unto them. – Jer.
30:9
In the land shall be His possession in Israel: and My princes shall no more oppress my people: and the
rest of the land shall they give to the house of Israel according to their tribes. - Ezek 45:8
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And the seventh angel sounded; and there were voices in heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world are
become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of His Christ... - Rev.11:15
Yea, all kings shall fall down before Him; all nations shall serve Him, - Ps.72:11
Instead of thy fathers shall be thy children, whom thou mayest make princes in all the earth. - Ps. 45:16
NEW HEAVENS & NEW EARTH


Christ's Millennial kings will enter into the New Jerusalem.
And the nations of them which are saved shall walk in the light of it: and the kings of the earth do bring
their glory and honour into it. - Rev. 21:24

PROGRAM OF SATAN
There will be ten regional kingdoms each governed by a king. The Roman Saturnian kingdom with its 7
heads and 10 horns is a reflection of the kingdom of its planet-god, Saturn, with its 7 rings and 10 moons;
thus revealing as its basis the Hermetic principle, "as above, so below". When the Antichrist rises to
power, he shall overthrow 3 horns/kings in order to re-elect Christ's kingdom of 7 horns. The final
fulfillment will be 7 kings ruling over 10 world regions. These kings who "have received no kingdom as
yet" are princes, and are most surely part of the existing European Council of Princes, who act as
constitutional advisors to the European Union. To divert attention from the European Council of Princes,
there will be a false teaching that these 10 kingdoms are the Arab/Muslim coalition.
PRE-FLOOD ERA


Pre-flood Atlantis was governed by ten kings over ten regions.
"[Atlantis'] ten districts...were ruled by ten kings." - 167:200
"...The ten kingdoms of Atlantis are perpetuated in all the ancient traditions. 'In the number given by the
Bible for the Antediluvian patriarchs we have the first instance of a striking agreement with the traditions
of various nations. Other nations, to whatever epoch they carry back their ancestors...are constant to the
sacred number of ten... In Chaldea, Perosus numerates ten Antediluvian kings whose fabulous reign
extended to thousands of years. The legends of the Iranian race commence with the reign of ten
Peisdadien (Poseidon?) kings.... In India we meet with the nine Brahmadikas, who, with Brahma, their
founder, make ten, and who are called the Ten Petris, or Fathers. The Chinese count ten emperors,
partaking of the divine nature, before the dawn of historical time. The Germans believed in the ten
ancestors of Odin, and the Arabs in the ten mythical kings of the Adites.' (Lenormant and Chevallier,
'Anc. Hist. of the East,' vol. i., p. 13.)" - 635:26-7



These kings were the Annunaki/Nephilim, fallen angels, who intermarried with human women.
There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men
of renown. - Gen. 6:4
"The all-important element of the Divine Right is that it comes from God, or 'the gods', alternately. And
who were these gods? Authors such as Zecharia Sitchin, Sir Laurence Gardner and Nicholas de Vere are
authoritatively convinced that kingship was created by an advanced race of beings called the Annunaki,
also called the Nephilim in the Old Testament. These were the ones who created the human race and
interbred with a portion of it to create the kingly caste which until this day has still maintained control
over the Earth. These celestial creatures have been variously identified with Dragons, Elves, Fairies,
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Gnomes, Leprechauns, Sprites, Nymphs, Pixies, Angels, Demons, Devils, Witches, Giants, Vampires,
Werewolves, and just about every mythical being you can imagine. Some, like Gardner and Sitchin, claim
that they come from another planet. Others, like de Vere, say that they're multi-dimensional, or that
they're from the Hollow Earth." - 323
See: Mount Hermon/Sion 10.D
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


There was a federation of 7 pagan kings in Genesis 14:1-3.
And it came to pass in the days of Amraphel king of Shinar, Arioch king of Ellasar, Chedorlaomer king of
Elam, and Tidal king of nations; That these made war with Bera king of Sodom, and with Birsha king of
Gomorrah, Shinab king of Admah, and Shemeber king of Zeboiim, and the king of Bela, which is Zoar.
All these were joined together in the vale of Siddim, which is the salt sea. - Gen. 14:1-3



Israel's apostate northern kingdom had 10 tribes.
And it came to pass at that time when Jeroboam went out of Jerusalem, that the prophet Ahijah the
Shilonite found him in the way; and he had clad himself with a new garment; and they two were alone in
the field: And Ahijah caught the new garment that was on him, and rent it in twelve pieces: And he said to
Jeroboam, Take thee ten pieces: for thus saith the LORD, the God of Israel, Behold, I will rend the
kingdom out of the hand of Solomon, and will give ten tribes to thee: (But he shall have one tribe for my
servant David's sake, and for Jerusalem's sake, the city which I have chosen out of all the tribes of Israel:)
Because that they have forsaken me, and have worshipped Ashtoreth the goddess of the Zidonians,
Chemosh the god of the Moabites, and Milcom the god of the children of Ammon, and have not walked
in my ways, to do that which is right in mine eyes, and to keep my statutes and my judgments, as did
David his father. Howbeit I will not take the whole kingdom out of his hand: but I will make him prince
all the days of his life for David my servant's sake, whom I chose, because he kept my commandments
and my statutes: But I will take the kingdom out of his son's hand, and will give it unto thee, even ten
tribes. - I Kings 11:28-35



The Sibylline oracle prophesies the return of the 10 Saturnian kingdoms.
"...Quotation from the 4th Decalogue...by Virgil from the mystic Sibylline records... 'A mighty order of
the ages is born anew. Both the prophetic Virgin and Saturnian kingdoms now return.'" - 410:71

CHURCH AGE


Regionalism was the Merovingian model of government.
"One of the Merovingian innovations was a system of regional supervision by chief officers called
'Comitas' [Counts]. As deputies of the Kings, the Counts acted as chancellors, judges and military leaders.
They were not unlike the Celtic Earls of Britain..." - 29:255
"About the year 1000 France was divided into seven main principalities ruled by counts or dukes:
Aquitaine, Toulouse, Burgundy, Anjou, Champagne, Flanders and Normandy. These dukes or counts
were in nearly all cases the heirs of chieftains or generals to whom estates had been granted, for military
or administrative services, by the Merovingian or Carolingian kings." - 469:480



The Roman Empire was divided into East and West, as symbolized by the 'ten toes' on the statue of
Daniel's dream.
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And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potters' clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be
divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with
miry clay. And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly
strong, and partly broken. And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle
themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with
clay. - Dan. 2:41-42
"Concerning Dan. 2:4-44... In 364 B.C. [sic A.D.], Emperor Valentinian [I] divided the Roman Empire
into east and west. The city of Rome became the capital of the Western Roman Empire, and
Constantinople (present day Istanbul) became capital of the Eastern Roman Empire. Even today, the
world is largely divided between East and West and will remain so until Antichrist sets up the united
government of ten kings (toes) just before the kingdom age, when Christ returns." - 746:900n


The League of Nations, which was originally comprised of ten nations, was a prototype of the coming
Council of Ten. This was the first phase of regionalism.
"…The Covenant of the League of Nations was read aloud by President Woodrow Wilson at the Plenary
Session of the Peace Conference on February 14, 1919, for the Council of Ten.‖ - 211:70
"The plenary sessions of the conference were of little significance, for the decisions rested from the start
with the Supreme Council, the Big Ten, composed of President Wilson and the prime ministers and
foreign ministers of the five chief powers (Wilson, Lansing, Lloyd George, Balfour, Clemenceau, Pichon,
Orlando, Sonnino, Saionji, Makino)." - 721
―...[The Milner Group] founded the British Empire periodical The Round Table in 1910, and this remains
the mouthpiece of the Group; it has been the most powerful single influence in All Souls, Balliol, and
New Colleges at Oxford for more than a generation; it has controlled The Times for more than fifty years.
. .it publicized the idea of and the name 'British Commonwealth of Nations' in the period 1908-1918; it
was the chief influence in Lloyd George's war administration in 1917-1919 and dominated the British
delegation to the Peace Conference of 1919; it had a great deal to do with the League of Nations and of
the system of mandates..." 538:5
―The British Round Table group served at the conference as advisers to Prime Minister David Lloyd
George. [The real behind- the-scene experts at the Paris conference included M. (Georges) Mandel (real
name Jeroboam Rothschild) (France), Phillip Sassoon (1888-1939) (England) and Bernard Baruch
(U.S.).] Beer was named head of the Mandate Department of the League of Nations as soon as it was
established.‖ – 539



The occult societies planned for progressive regionalization of the world.
"Throughout the [1995 State of the World Forum] conference... Zbigniew Brzezinski ... said...: 'the
precondition for eventual and genuine globalization is progressive regionalization.'" - 239:2

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


The secret societies will transform all European governments into monarchies.
"M. Plantard echoed M. Chaumeil in stating that, in the near future, there would be a dramatic upheaval
in France -- not a revolution, but a radical change in French institutions that would pave the way for the
reinstatement of a monarchy." - 31:225
"The avowed and declared objective of the Prieuré de Sion is the restoration of the Merovingian dynasty
and bloodline - not only to the throne of France, but to the thrones of other European nations as well." 31:107
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Ten kings will rule over ten world regions, which are Club of Rome regions and not ten European or
Middle Eastern countries as some prophecy teachers say.
"Let us not look for ten countries being members of the European Common Market, constituting the
fulfillment of Rev.17:12. Rather we must look for ten power structures that will develop through the
European initiative but will be worldwide." - 90:291-2
"The Club of Rome has been charged with the task of overseeing the regionalization and unification of
the entire world... 'Regionalized and Adaptive Model of the Global World System', prepared by COR
members...reveals that the Club has divided the world into ten political/economic regions, which it refers
to as 'kingdoms'." - 88:40
"One of the major signs [of the Day of the Lord] will be the emergence of a human leader 'the man of
lawlessness' referred to as the 'little horn' of Daniel 7, who, according to Daniel's prophecies, will bring
together ten countries in a political confederacy in the Middle East." - 464:492



A counterfeit 10 Kings/Kingdoms/Horns will be staged to divert public awareness of the Merovingian
kings.
o

An Arab alliance will be governed by the old Hashemite dynasty previously installed by Great
Britain.
"Yet today, at the beginning of the 21st century, the restoration of a Hashemite
monarchy to Iraq is being seriously propounded in American intellectual journals and it
is strongly favored by some of the most influential and powerful policy makers in the
U.S. government.
"David Pryce-Jones, writing in the current issue of National Review, of which he is a
senior editor, seriously advocates the restoration of the Hashemites. His favorite
candidates are Prince Hassan of Jordan, uncle of the current King Abdullah II and Sharif
Ali bin Feisal, a London-based banker. Pryce-Jones reflects major currents of U.S.
government thinking.
"David Wurmser, Middle East strategist for Undersecretary of State John Bolton, is an
enthusiast for the idea. Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz and Undersecretary of
Defense for Policy Douglas Feith are eager champions of his strategies...
"...King Hussein of Jordan, was the most successful, well-known of the Hashemites...
"...It should also be noted that on his death-bed [Hussein] removed his brother, the far
more Westernized Crown Prince Hassan from the succession, replacing him with his own
eldest son, the current king. Now Hassan, who could not even maintain the confidence of
his own brother, is being seriously touted as the man who can be the Konrad Adenauer of
Iraq after Saddam is removed.
"Yet this Arabian Nights pipe dream looks likely to become serious U.S. policy..." 496
o
The restored Hashemite Kingdom will be a decoy 10-horned beast of Revelation
17:3,7,12.

"Of the many milestone events to take place during this 'end time' period, Daniel and
his ten kings meeting in their time is a significant event, that allows all those watching to
see that God's time and our time, are still one and the same time. And, since they are, we
can expect, and in fact, will see those events that lead to the Biblical conclusion occurring
on the present day stage of history.
"Now we have learned a few key facts from Daniel. The end time nation that makes
up the feet kingdom onto which the stone falls, historically turned out to be the Moslem
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Empire. We learned that it was founded and ruled by Mohammed, the prophet of Allah,
from his Kingdom, called the Hashemite Kingdom.
"Then we learned that the Hashemite Kingdom was made up of parts of present day
nations that were, in Rome's day, in the territory under it's rule.
But, just as all of the Empires before it, the Moslem Empire ceased to exist. But it's
place on the landscape painted by Daniel as 'Feet of iron and clay', still exists, and in
today's world is occupied by eighteen nations.
"In the Prophecy, these ten kings and the little horn king, that grows up among them,
meet to decide on peace or war. The peace included resumption of Temple rites. All but
three opt for peace. Those three are 'uprooted', or 'plucked up by the roots', by the little
horn character at a later time.
"At Sharam el Shief in Egypt, the eighteen modern, ten ancient, Moslem Nations, of
the one time Moslem Empire, met with the United States, representing the western
position, and Israel, to resolve circumstances and issues just such as those in the
prophecy, the central issue being temple mount. The resolution for peace was unanimous
except for three!
"The contested issues and circumstances, that Daniel painted thousands of years ago,
onto the landscape once occupied by the former Moslem Empire, is seeing the light of
day in our time on that same landscape!" (Brother Sal Samario) - 495
o

The restored Hashemite Kingdom, falsely portrayed as the 10-horned beast, will align with
Prince Charles, who will play the role of fake Antichrist. Propaganda implicating Prince
Charles as an Islamic sympathizer issues from various media.
"A SERIOUS rift has opened up between Prince Charles and the government because
he is seen to be AGAINST a war on Iraq and AGAINST America. Whitehall also
believes the prince is sympathetic to the view of his Arab friends that war on Saddam
Hussein is a bid by the US to grab a stake in the Middle East's oil. Yet despite being
colonel-in-chief to 17 regiments, Charles has shown little public support for the soldiers,
airmen and sailors who are about to risk their lives in a Gulf conflict.
"There are also worries that he makes no secret of his anti-American views in
conversations with members of Arab royal families and their leading officials. A
Whitehall source said: 'Downing Street tries not to involve the prince in anything—
because they have concerns over how he will react.
'He has this lunatic view he is the voice of the people.' And a diplomatic insider said:
'It would be very unhelpful if the prince were to indicate anything other than unswerving
support for the government.'...
"The prince's views have led to a worrying split with the American leadership. Two
months ago, Charles had to abandon an official visit to the US because the White House
made it clear he wasn't wanted. The snub—directly from President Bush—came after
security sources advised that Charles's presence in America would be 'very unhelpful'.
Washington diplomats were concerned the prince would show his disapproval during
meetings with President Bush.
"Charles—who reads the Koran every day and often adopts Islamic dress at home—
spends long hours discussing the Middle East's problems with Saudi royal family
members. One of his closest friends is the former Saudi ambassador Ghazi Algosaibi who
wrote a poem in praise of the first woman suicide bomber. Algosaibi said that the 'doors
of heaven are opened for her'. He once described the Israelis as worse than Nazis and he
was a regular guest at Highgrove—Prince Charles's country home—before he was
recalled by his government last year. Charles is also close to King Abdullah of Jordan.
His glamorous wife Queen Rania is a close friend of the prince's partner, Camilla Parker
Bowles and is a regular guest at St James's Palace.
"In private the prince talks about 'American imperialism' collapsing the whole of the
Middle East. 'Of course Saddam is an evil man, but American imperialism will not solve
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the problem,' he said in one discussion. He sympathises with his Saudi royal friends when
they talk about their fears of America's true intentions in Iraq. One close friend said:
'They believe the US intends to collapse the whole Gulf economy and take control of oil.
'Once that happens the tensions in Israel and Palestine will explode.'...
"Downing Street is understood to have washed its hands of winning Charles's support.
'At such a sensitive time his views are wrong, wrong, wrong,' said a Whitehall source.
'Unfortunately he is making them a little too widely known." - 726
o

The occult establishment variously portrays a Muslim leader, the Pope or Prince Charles as
the Antichrist. This deflects recognition of the true Antichrist (a Merovingian) and molds
public opinion against Islam, the Roman Catholic Church and the House of Windsor -- all
slated for elimination.
"Simon Studion is very emphatic, in his repetitive way, that the year 1620 (remember that
he is writing in 1603) will be highly significant for it will see the end of the reign of
Antichrist in the downfall of the Pope and Mahomet. This collapse will be continued in
following years and about the year 1623 the millennium will begin." - 46:35
"Although we cannot be by any suspected of the least heresy, or of any wicked
beginning, or purpose against the worldly government, we do condemn the East and the
West (meaning the Pope and Mahomet) blasphemers against our Lord Jesus Christ, and
offer and present with a good will to the chief head of the Roman Empire our prayers,
secrets, and great treasures of gold." - 46:251 [from the Confessio Fraternatis or The
Confession of the most Honorable Order of the Rosy Cross]
See: Secret Societies: Prince Charles 15.B

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


Ten world regions will initially be ruled by ten Merovingian kings.
And the ten horns ..are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one
hour with the beast. These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast. Rev.17:12-13



Eventually, three kings will be overthrown and seven kings will rule these regions, each king over a
continent.
And after the league made with him he shall work deceitfully: for he shall come up, and shall become
strong with a small people. - Dan. 11:23
After this I saw...a fourth beast...and it had ten horns. I considered the horns, and behold, there came up
among them another little horn, before whom there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots...
- Dan.7:7-8
Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all
kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces. And the ten
horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he shall be
diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. - Dan.7:23-24
"[There were] seven divisions or 'circles', of the Atlantean city as envisaged by the Neo-Platonist named
Emilius." - 637:202



People groups may be relocated to regions other than their homeland.
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"Christ-consciousness and Christ-abilities are the natural inheritance of every human being on Earth.
When the word of this hope has reached the nations...(a)ll will know their choice. All will be required to
choose. There will be mighty dislocations and magnificent relocations. All who choose not to evolve will
die off... " (Barbara Marx Hubbard) - 165:17
PERVERSIONS OF SCRIPTURE


Modern versions change the plural 'kingdoms' to a singular 'kingdom', thereby camouflaging the 10 kings
of Daniel 7:23-24.
Revelation 11:15
KJV - And the seventh angel sounded; and there were great voices in heaven, saying, The
kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ; and he
shall reign for ever and ever.
NIV - change to "kingdom of this world is become the kingdom"
NASB - change to "kingdom of this world is become the kingdom"
Revelation 17:16
KJV - And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and
shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire.
NIV - changed "upon" to "and"
NASB - changed "upon" to "and"

PERSONAL APPLICATION

10-C. KINGDOM OF GOD (New Group of World Servers)
PREMISE



During the Millennium, Jesus Christ will rule over the Kingdom of God.
The Antichrist will rule over a counterfeit Kingdom of God during the Golden Age.

God's Plan
Satan's
Counterfeit

Pre-Flood
Era
Pre-Flood
Era

Old
Testament
Old Testament

Church Age (Last Days)
Church
Age

Tribulation

Tribulation

Great
Tribulation

Great
Tribulation

Golden Age

Millennium

New Heavens/New
Earth

New Heavens & New Earth

PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament: King Solomon established the kingdom of Israel.
The Millennium: Jesus Christ shall reign over His Millennial Kingdom with His resurrected Church and
the Tribulation martyrs.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Church Age: The Holy Roman Empire was ruled by Jewish Merovingian rulers.
Tribulation: An new Holy Roman Empire will be created by the New Group of World Servers.
Great Tribulation: The Antichrist will rule over the false earthly Kingdom of God from Israel. The
kingdom of Antichrist will seek to present itself as the "Kingdom of God", however its "god" is Satan.
The beast out of the sea, Pan, will rule over the 7 kings and the 10 regions -- a Hermetic reflection of the
planet Saturn which rules over its 7 rings and 10 moons.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
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PROGRAM OF GOD
OLD TESTAMENT


King Solomon established the kingdom of Israel.
And king Solomon shall be blessed, and the throne of David shall be established before the LORD for
ever. So the king commanded Benaiah the son of Jehoiada; which went out, and fell upon him [Shimei],
that he died. And the kingdom was established in the hand of Solomon. - I Kings 2:46
THE MILLENNIUM



Jesus Christ shall reign over His Millennial Kingdom with His resurrected Church and the Tribulation
martyrs.
Arise, O God, judge the earth: for thou shalt inherit all nations. - Ps. 82:8
....behold, one like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven ...and there was given Him dominion,
and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations and languages should serve Him. - Dan.7:13-14
And the seventh angel sounded...The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and
of His Christ. - Rev.11:15
And Jesus said unto [the twelve], Verily, I say unto you, That ye which have followed me, in the
regeneration when the Son of man shall sit in the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel. - Matt. 19:28
Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgment. - Is. 32:1
And when he had taken the book, the four beasts and four and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb,
having every one of them harps, and golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers of saints. And they
sung a new song, saying, Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof: for thou wast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation;
And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth. - Rev. 5:8-10
And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them: and I saw the souls of
them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God, and which had not worshipped
the beast, neither his image, neither had received his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and
they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years... This is the first resurrection. - Rev. 20:4,6

PROGRAM OF SATAN
CHURCH AGE


The Holy Roman Empire was ruled by occult Merovingian rulers.
"During the nineteenth century the Prieuré de Sion...attempted to establish a revived and 'updated' Holy
Roman Empire -- a kind of theocratic United States of Europe, ruled simultaneously by the Hapsburgs
and by a radically reformed Church. This enterprise was thwarted by the First World War and the fall of
Europe's reigning dynasties. But it not unreasonable to suppose that Sion's present objectives are basically
similar..." - 31:410-11

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS
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The occult societies planned to recreate a revived Holy Roman Empire.
"The establishment of a new Holy Roman Empire...the centuries-old dream of a 'heavenly kingdom' on
earth, a terrestrial replica or mirror image of the order, harmony, and hierarchy of the cosmos. It would
have actualized the ancient Hermetic premise, 'As above, so, below'." - 31:198
"The Holy Roman Empire...in its ultimate meaning implies a restoration of the Roman movement toward
a world-wide 'solar' synthesis...transcending Christianity." - 94:163
"Where Hitler disagreed with von List, and the Thulists, was in the idea of a new and pan-European
dynasty centered on the Hapsburgs and a revived Holy Roman Empire." - 25:126
"The Thule Society took its name from the mythical hyperborean island which once existed in the north
Atlantic between Scandinavia and Greenland. It was believed by occultists that this island had once been
part of Atlantis and was the source of the occult wisdom of the Northern Mystery Tradition." - 25:125
―Under the proposed new EU constitution, which is to be unveiled on June 20th of this year, Corpus
Juris is the name of the legal system that is intended to prosecute financial crimes against the EU itself. It
will set up a European Public Prosecutor, based on the continental Inquisitorial model. He will have
over-riding jurisdiction throughout the EU to instruct national judges to issue arrest warrants against
suspects, have these held in custody for indefinite periods pending investigation (or transported to other
countries in Europe) with no obligation to produce prosecution evidence and no right to a public hearing
during this time. The cases are then to be tried by special courts consisting of professional judges and
'excluding simple jurors and lay magistrates'. These judges will be empowered to hand down sentences of
up to seven years. The United Kingdom‘s unique judicial system with its understanding that a man is
innocent until proven guilty, its rights of habeas corpus and trial by jury are thereby to be overruled. It is
the expressed intention of the EU Commission for this system to be an 'embryo European criminal code'.
―Moreover, the present Pope is very keen on declaring the European Union as Christian in its roots.
This idea would be imbedded presumably in the preamble to the new constitution now being worked out.
Undoubtedly the Pope is aware that in so doing, it is the Roman Catholic Church that eventually will
define for the EU what the term Christian means. As far back as 1991, England‘s Sunday Telegraph noted
that the Vatican traditionally thinks in terms of centuries and thus commented, 'If European federalism
triumphs, the EC [now the EU] will indeed be an empire. It will lack an emperor: but it will have the
Pope. It is difficult not to think that Wojtyla realizes this.
―With concordats in position and Catholic law recognized in civil law in many of the nations of the
European Union, many of the believers are becoming alarmed that the Holy Roman Empire of the past is
being re-established in present day Europe. The new laws of the EU are quite similar to those within the
Catholic Church. Some believers in Poland were apprehensive of joining the union. They feared that, as
Poland becomes part of the EU, eventually churches such as their own would be closed down by the
European law. It is not that the Church of Rome itself would come to their doors, but rather that the
police would close churches, designating them as a sect and not as a church. Equally concerned were
some of the English who recognize that with the loss of their unique judicial system with its hard-won
civil liberties will also come the loss of their religious freedom.‖ –

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


The New Group of World Servers will establish the false Kingdom of God on earth.
"...the New Group of World Servers...endeavor to build a new planetary civilization...the Kingdom of
God on Earth." - 76
"...the New Group of World Servers...can be regarded as the embodiment of the emerging kingdom of
God on earth, but it should be remembered that this kingdom is not a Christian kingdom or an earthly
government. It is a grouping of all those who - belonging as they do to every world religion and every
16

nation and race and type of political party - are free from the spirit of hatred and separativeness and who
seek to see right conditions established on earth through mutual goodwill among all men everywhere in
the world." - 240:4
―Another important objective of the Plan is the emergence into the physical plane activity of the group of
souls of Whom the New Group of World Servers are the outer representatives. This appearance can be
called…the second coming of Christ with his Disciples, or it can be called the manifestation of the
Planetary Hierarchy or the appearance of the Masters of Wisdom, who will restore upon earth the ancient
mysteries and institute again the order of Initiation.‖ – 137:656-57


The Antichrist and False Prophet will establish the false Kingdom of God at Mid-Tribulation.
And I...saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns ... and upon his heads the
name of blasphemy. - Rev.13:1
"...'Rex Deus' (Kings of God) ... were preserving the bloodlines of the two Messiahs of David and Aaron,
who would one day arrive and establish the kingdom of God on Earth." - 96:78



The occult Kingdom of God will be comprised of those who become possessed by demons.
"The ultimate fusion of humanity with the Hierarchy, producing the manifestation of God's Kingdom on
earth." - 13:141

PERVERSIONS


In modern versions, the twenty-four elders in heaven do not refer to themselves, but to people on the earth
as reigning with Christ.
Revelation 5:9,10
KJV - And they sung a new song, saying, Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof:
for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and
people, and nation; And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth.
NIV - You are worthy to take the scroll and to open its seals, because you were slain, and with your blood
you purchased men for God from every tribe and language and people and nation. You have made them
to be a kingdom and priests to serve our God, and they will reign on the earth.
NASV - Worthy are Thou to take the book, and to break its seals; for Thou wast slain, and didst purchase
for God with Thy blood men from every tribe and tongue and people and nation. And Thou has made
them to be a kingdom and priests to our God; and they will reign upon the earth.

PERSONAL APPLICATION
Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall
come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man. - Luke 21:36
Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection: on such the second death hath no power, but
they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with him a thousand years. - Rev. 20:6

10-D. MOUNT ZION / SION (Mount Hermon/Paneas)
PREMISE



Jesus Christ will rule over His Kingdom from Mount Zion in Jerusalem during the Millennium.
The Antichrist will rule over his kingdom from Mt. Sion/Mt. Hermon during the Golden Age.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
The Millennium: The Lord Jesus Christ shall reign over the earth from Mount Zion/Jerusalem.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: Mount Sion/Mt. Hermon was the point of entry for fallen angels.
Old Testament Period: Mt. Sion/Mt. Hermon was the center for the worship of Baal, the Sun god, by
pagans and apostate Israel. King Solomon frequented Mount Hermon.
Church Age: Mount Hermon has been misrepresented by the apostate Church as the site of the
Transfiguration of Jesus Christ. The purpose of the Six-Day war was to gain control of Mount
Zion/Jerusalem but Mount Sion/Mount Hermon (Golan Heights).
Great Tribulation: The Antichrist will rule the world from the center of pagan worship - Mount
Sion/Mount Hermon - instead of Mount Zion at Jerusalem.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
THE MILLENNIUM


The Lord Jesus Christ shall reign over the earth from Mount Zion in Jerusalem.
And so all Israel shall be saved: as it is written, There shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn
away ungodliness from Jacob: - Rom. 11:26
...the Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before His ancients gloriously. Is.24:23
For in mine holy mountain, in the mountain of the height of Israel, saith the Lord GOD, there shall all the
house of Israel, all of them in the land, serve me: there will I accept them, and there will I require your
offerings, and the firstfruits of your oblations, with all your holy things. - Ezek. 20:40

PROGRAM OF SATAN
The Merovingians appear to be of the tribe of Dan which intermarried with the Canaanite Tuatha de
Danaan. The term "Sion" is Mount Hermon and not Mount Zion in Jerusalem. "...Mount Sion which is
Hermon." (Deut. 4:48) The Protocols of Sion were signed by the Elders of Sion of the 33rd Degree.
Using the Paris Zero Meridian as a reference point, Mount Hermon/Dan is located at the 33º both of
latitude and longitude.
PRE-FLOOD ERA


The occult views Mount Hermon as the original Paradise.
"The Nephilim are described as descending from 'Mount Hermon', yet more evidence that Paradise was
located atop a sacred mountain." - 860



Mount Hermon appears to be the summit upon which the fallen angels descended before the Flood.
(Atlantis?)
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That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which
they chose. And the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet
his days shall be an hundred and twenty years. There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after
that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same
became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.- Gen. 6:1-3
And there we saw the giants, the sons of Anak, which come of the giants: and we were in our own sight as
grasshoppers, and so we were in their sight. - Num. 13:33
"A curious reference in Enoch VI.6, says that...the wicked angels descended on the summit of the
mountain and named it Hermon..." 170:372 ["Hermon"]
"And the angels, the children of heaven, saw them [handsome and beautiful daughters] and desired
them... And they were altogether two hundred; and they descended into Ardos, which is the summit of
Hermon. And they called the mount Armon, for they swore and bound one another by a curse." 251:15 [I
Enoch VI.6, vs.1-5]
"Hittite and biblical records support the use of Hermon as a dwelling place of gods...Baal-gad...and Baalhermon..." 252:158 ["Hermon, Mount"]
"Throughout history, the idea of 'The Watchers' have been found in Sumeria, Peru, Egypt,
Mesopotamia and Greece.
"Sumerian texts repeatedly state that the Anunnaki came to Earth. The Anunnaki were four great Gods
who created man: An ['Sky', the source of rain and most powerful of the gods]; Enlil ['Lord Wind', the
power in 'Growing Weather']; Ninhursaga ['Lady of the Stony Ground', mother of wildlife]; and Enki
[rival of Ninhursaga]. The term 'Anunnaki' literally means 'from or of the sky.' The Annunaki are
regarded by some as the Sumerian ‗fates‘.
'They are spoken of in the Bible as the 'Anakim' and 'Anak' or 'Nefilim' (nephilum). 'Nefilim'
(nephilum) in Hebrew means 'giants' or 'those who have fallen'. For reference I offer: The King James
Bible; Young's Literal translation; HSV (Hebrew Names version); ASV (American Standard version) and
RSV (Revised Standard version). Numbers 13:22, 28 & 33; Deu 1:28, 9:2...
"The Watchers were a specific race of divine beings known in Hebrew as 'nun resh ayin' or 'irin'
meaning 'those who watch' or 'those who are awake', which is translated into Greek as Egrhgoroi
egregoris or grigori, meaning 'watchers'. The early books of the Bible speak of some vague heavenly
beings called malochim (singular, malach). Although malach is usually translated 'angel', its literal
meaning is 'messenger.'
"As recounted in the Dead Sea Scrolls: '.....In the days of Jared', two hundred Watchers 'descended' on
'Ardis', the summit of Mount Hermon - a mythical location equated with the triple peak of Jebel esh
Sheikh (9,200 feet), placed in the most northerly region of ancient Palestine. On this mountain the
Watchers swear an oath and bind themselves by 'mutual imprecations', apparently knowing full well the
consequences their actions will have both for themselves and for humanity as a whole. It is a pact
commemorated in the name given to the place of their 'fall', for in Hebrew the word Hermon, or harem,
translates as 'curse'." - 859


"Nephilim," which is translated as "giants" in the KJV, is the Hebrew word for the "fallen" angels who
mated with human women in Genesis 6.
"There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men
of renown."- Gen. 6:3
5303 nephiyl {nef-eel'} or nephil {nef-eel'} from 5307; TWOT - 1393a; n m AV - giant 3; 3 (1) giants,
the Nephilim
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5307 naphal {naw-fal'} a primitive root; TWOT - 1392; v
AV - fail 318, fall down 25, cast 18, cast down 9, fall away 5, divide 5, overthrow 5, present 5, lay 3, rot
3, accepted 2, lie down 2, inferior 2, lighted 2, lost 2, misc 22; 434
1) to fall, lie, be cast down, fail
1a) (Qal)
1a1) to fall
1a2) to fall (of violent death)
1a3) to fall prostrate, prostrate oneself before
1a4) to fall upon, attack, desert, fall away to , go away to, fall into the hand of
1a5) to fall short, fail, fall out, turn out, result
1a6) to settle, waste away, be offered, be inferior to
1a7) to lie, lie prostrate
1b) (Hiphil)
1b1) to cause to fall, fell, throw down, knock out, lay prostrate
1b2) to overthrow
1b3) to make the lot fall, assign by lot, apportion by lot
1b4) to let drop, cause to fail (fig.)
1b5) to cause to fall
1c) (Hithpael)
1c1) to throw or prostrate oneself, throw oneself upon
1c2) to lie prostrate, prostrate oneself
1d) (Pilel) to fall
o

In the New Testament, the Greek word for "clouds" is derived from the Hebrew word for
"fallen" referring to the angels who fell from Heaven.
―Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord." - I Thess. 4:17
3507 - nephele {nef-el'-ay} from 3509; TDNT - 4:902,628; n f
AV - cloud 26; 26
1) a cloud
1a) used of the cloud which led the Israelites in the wilderness
For Synonyms see entry 5866 / iylay, ee-lah-ee; from 5927; elevated;



The Hebrew word for "sons" may be used to characterize the angels as direct creations of God.
"That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all
which they chose." - Gen. 6:1
"Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves before the LORD, and Satan
came also among them." - Job 1:6
1121 ben {bane} from 1129; TWOT - 254; n m AV - son 2978, children 1568, old 135, first 51, man 20,
young 18, young + 01241 17, child 10, stranger 10, people 5, misc 92; 4906
1) son, grandson, child, member of a group
1a) son, male child
1b) grandson
1c) children (pl. - male and female)
1d) youth, young men (pl.)
1e) young (of animals)
1f) sons (as characterisation, i.e. sons of injustice [for unrighteous men] or sons of God [for angels]
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1g) people (of a nation) (pl.)
1h) of lifeless things, i.e. sparks, stars, arrows (fig.)
1i) a member of a guild, order, class
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


After the Flood, Mount Hermon was still the center of Baal/Pan worship which involved human sacrifice.
"The town of Paneas is first mentioned by a Roman historian, Polivius, as a site of the battle in 200
B.C.E. between Egyptian Ptolemid and Syrian Seleucid Greeks. It was a site of a Greek pagan temple
dedicated to Pan, a goat-footed god of music and goatherds." - 327
"The cave, known as the cave of Pan, was considered the dwelling place of Pan." - 328
―Sign of Grotto of Pan‖
―The abode of the Shepherd God. It was a pagan cult which began as early as the third century before
Christ. Ritual sacrifices were cast into a natural abyss reaching the underground waters at the back of the
cave. If the victims disappeared in the water, it was a sign that the god had accepted the offering. If,
however, signs of blood appeared in the nearby spring, the sacrifice had been rejected.‖ – 1110
"For centuries before Abraham's time the mountain [Hermon] had been venerated in connection with
Baal. Baal worship was the leading religion of Canaan. On most of the high peaks of the country were
shrines known as 'high places' - the higher the holier. Here groves were planted and shrines erected for
worship. Since Mount Hermon towered above all other mountains in the region, it was the chief high
place, the shrine of shrines. Canaanites looked to Mount Hermon as Moslems face Mecca when they
pray." - 474:1777
"It is remarkable that Hermon was anciently encompassed by a circle of temples, all facing the summit." 1120:209 ("Hermon")



The Cave of Pan was known as the passageway to Hades/Hell.
"The Cave of Pan, which dominates the foot of Mount Hermon at Banias, was known as the passageway
to Hades (Mt. 16:13-18)." - 329
―When Jesus came into the coasts of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying, Whom do men
say that I the Son of man am? And they said, Some say that thou art John the Baptist: some, Elias; and
others, Jeremias, or one of the prophets.
―He saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am? And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God. And Jesus answered and said unto him, Blessed art thou, Simon
Barjona: for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven. And I say
also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it.‖ - Matt. 16:13-18



In countries where there were no mountains, pagans built artificial mountains such as pyramids and
towers for occult rituals. These high places were frequently patterned after the three peaks of Mount
Hermon.
"From ancient times the mountain was a place of worship where the god H[ermon] (perhaps called BaalHermon) was venerated. The oldest text concerning this cult is a treaty between the Hittites and the
Amorite, Aziru, which dates from 1350 B.C. As late as the 4th century, temples were built on the slopes
of H[ermon] whose ruins are still to be seen, among other places, on the highest summit." - 400:987,
"Hermon"
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"...The sacred mountain was the highest point in the land, the center of the world, the gateway to
revelation, to prophecy, to heavenly gifts and the human laws received from the gods. Where there was no
mountain the people built one; a mound, a pyramid, a ziggurat." 167:63


Mount Hermon was associated with King Solomon, a worshipper of Baal/Ashtoreth.
Come with me from Lebanon, my spouse, with me from Lebanon: look from the top of Amana, from the
top of Shenir and Hermon, from the lions' dens, from the mountains of the leopards. - Song of
Solomon 4:8
And the high places that were before Jerusalem, which were on the right hand of the mount of
corruption, which Solomon the king of Israel had builded for Ashtoreth the abomination of the
Zidonians, and for Chemosh the abomination of the Moabites, and for Milcom the abomination of the
children of Ammon, did the king [Josiah] defile. - II Kings 23:013

CHURCH AGE


Mount Hermon's pagan sites are often misrepresented as sacred Christian sites, e.g., the Mount of
Transfiguration. Evidently Mt. Hermon was still a center of sun worship during the time of Christ.
"Banias...where Jesus granted Peter the keys to the kingdom of heaven." - 330
"When emperor Constantine converted to Christianity (312), Palestine became a center of Christian
pilgrimage." - 124:2054
"In the 4th and 5th century...Paneas had an important episcopacy that participated in church councils and
the city became an important focus of Christian pilgrimage... Banyas Cave [is] the place of Christian
pilgrimage..." - 331:2,3
"This last Adam, the Lord Jesus Christ, is seen sitting upon Mount Hermon (figuratively speaking), sitting
upon His transfigured, Great White Throne. From there he judges all who hear the Voice of the Son of
God." - 332
"During the summer of 1934, Dr. J. Stewart Crawford and the present writer led a small expedition in
which we studied the ancient Baal shrines surrounding Mount Hermon. We located many ruins and in
each case the shrine was so oriented that when the priests and the devotees were at the altar they faced the
chief Baal sanctuary or Quibla, located on the highest of the three peaks of Hermon.
"We then ascended the mountain and found the found the ruined temple of Baal, constructed of
Herodian masonry, which dated it just previous to and during the early Christian era. In a low place near
the northwest corner of the temple, we excavated and found loads of ashes and burnt bone which had
been dumped there as refuse from sacrifices. This Baal temple evidently was in full use when Jesus Christ
was transfigured on the summit to the south." - 474:1777
"At the ruined town of Rukreh on the north slopes [of Mt. Hermon] are temple remains built into a
church. A large medallion, five ft. in diameter, with the head representing the sun god is built into the
wall." 170:372 ["Hermon"]



The Knights Templars were most interested in the Mount Hermon/Mount Sion area.
"When Godfrey liberated the Holy Sepulchre in 1099 he set up base at a place called Mount Sion. Here,
the Crusaders are said to have fortified the area with towers and battlements. Also based here was the
Church of the Apostles. This article looks at Godfrey‘s presence here and why this specific site may have
been important to him and the other Crusader Knights. The amazing identification of this site with an
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Essene settlement at the time of Jesus adds fuel to the suggestions that the Templars may have been
looking for specific knowledge once they had control of the Holy Places." - 985
"The town (Caesarea Philippi) had a considerable history in Crusader times." - 986:154
"In Medieval times (A.D.1120) the Crusaders built a castle here (Caesarea Philippi) on a mountain spur
some 1,150 feet above the gushing fountain [of Pan], and called it 'THE CASTLE OF SUBEIBEH'." 474:1734


Panias is located on the 33rd degree latitude and longitude according to the previously used French Zero
Meridian. The 33rd degree, which is the highest degree of Scottish Rite Freemasonry, may be an allusion
to Mount Hermon.
"Prior to the adoption in 1884 of Greenwich as the international Zero Meridian, each country made use of
its own. The French Zero Meridian...is still used on the official maps produced by the Institut
Geographique National...[Giovanni Domenico] Cassini's meridian arc is still marked upon French maps
as the Paris Zero." - 262:75,141
 Baron Rothschild purchased land in Golan Heights in 1892.

The Golan Acquisition
"After making acquisitions in various places west of the Jordan, he turned his attention to buying land east of
the Jordan, on the Golan. Toward the end of 1891 a certain Ahmed Pasha made it known that some 120,000
dunam of prime land in the triangle formed by the Yarmuk and the Allane rivers were up for sale at the bargain
price of around 1.5 franc per dunam, provided that the sale was made 'en bloc,' i.e., for the total area. There
followed intensive discussions among various Jewish groups interested in the offer, among them groups in Russia,
New York and London. The Baron agreed to cover the whole cost of the purchase.
"Since the Baron was always keen to preserve his anonymity, he arranged for the deeds to be registered in the
name of Emile Frank, the Representative of Alliance Israelite in Beirut. The plan called for the Russian group,
under Ekaterinoslav, to take 25,000 dunam and the Americans also 25,000, with other holders taking the balance.
But since these groups did not come up with the money, it fell to the Baron to become the owner of the major part
of the Golan Purchase.
"When the Baron died in 1934, 80,000 dunam on the Golan were owned by the Rothschild company, PICA
(Palestine Jewish Colonization Association). The land had been registered in the name of PICA in 1929. The
Syrian government - Syria was then practically a French colony - tried in the 1940s to confiscate the land but
failed. In 1957, the son of Baron Edmonde, Baron James de Rothschild (1878 - 1957), as one of his last acts in his
life, transferred the deeds to the Jewish National Fund (Keren Kayemet) and from there to the Land Office of
Israel. All deeds and other documents were transferred to Israel's Foreign Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The Golan
"The archaeology of the Golan has, over the years, yielded a wealth of information on the Jewish ownership of
the area since biblical days. In the Tenach the area is called Golan or Bashan. It was promised to Abraham and
later became part of the tribe of Menasche by Moses' division of the Land. Many events and battles took place in
and around the Golan. Famous sites, including the fortress of Gamla and the Jewish town of Qasrin, were situated
on the Golan. Ruins of some 25 synagogues, built during the centuries after the destruction of the Temple, have
been excavated, some of them with magnificent mosaic inscriptions testifying to the uninterrupted Jewish
presence on the Golan until the Middle Ages. In modern times, the Turkish government settled some Russians
(Cecassians) there, since no one had lived on the Golan for centuries.
"It is surprising that Israel has never brought up the legal Jewish rights to the Golan and, instead, has wrangled
for years with the current Syrian government for the ‗return‘ of the Golan to Syria; while in reality, Jews have had
title to it for over 100 years.
"Baron Edmonde de Rothschild has left lasting marks on the map of the Land of Israel. Without him, no State
of Israel would be possible. In fact even long before the State was established in 1948, the entire colonization of
the Land had depended on the Baron's foresight, funding and Jewish convictions.‖ - 1109
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The Six-Day War not only gave Israel control of Jerusalem, but also the Mount Hermon area (Golan
Heights).
"...[From June 5, 1967] Israel...gain[ed] the hold on the strategic Golan Heights. The war, which ended
on June 10, is known as the Six-Day War." - 124:129
"Since 1967, but mainly during the last ten years major excavations at the [Banyas] site focused upon two
areas: remains of the sanctuary complex to the god Pan and the center of the city -- the latter continues to
the present." - 334
"...Caesarea Philippi [is] also called Paneas, now Baniyas on the Golan Heights..." - 333:291
"He [Adam] was brought to life by the breath of God, but before this, according to the Kabbalah, he was
called Golem. God created him from the finest clay taken, according to Jewish tradition, from the top of
Mount Zion, held to be the centre or navel of the world." 66:7



The Prieuré de Sion is associated with Mount Sion/Mount Hermon, not Mount Zion in Jerusalem.
"...the text of the Protocols [of the Elders of Sion] ends with a single statement, 'Signed by the
representatives of Sion of the 33rd Degree'." 31:193
"The Prieuré de Sion by its very name appears to be associated with Mount Zion. However, the Rock of
Sion is spoken of in Masonic rites of the eighteenth century. It seems that the Masons gave another
significance to the Rock of Sion, other than that which indicates the sacred mount situated south of
Jerusalem." - 258:136

PERVERSIONS OF SCRIPTURE
o

The King James Version of the Old Testament contains two references to Mt. Sion - Psalm 65:1 and Deut.
4:48 which identifies it as Mt. Hermon. In the Greek alphabet there is no letter 'Z'; therefore the
Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Old Testament, changed all Hebrew spellings of 'Zion' to 'Sion'.
However, Strong's Concordance shows that the Hebrew words for Zion and Sion are different and are not
interchangeable.
Deuteronomy 4:48
KJV - ...even unto mount Sion, which is Hermon...
#7865 Siy'on {see-ohn'} from
7863; n pr mont AV - Sion 1; 1 Sion = "lofty" 1) another name for Mount Hermon
Isaiah 33:20
KJV - Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities: thine eyes shall see Jerusalem...
#6726 Tsiyown {tsee-yone'} the same (regularly) as
6725; TWOT - 1910; n pr loc AV - Zion 153, Sion 1; 154 Zion = "parched place" 1) another name for
Jerusalem especially in the prophetic books.

o

The King James Version sometimes follows the Septuagint instead of the Hebrew Masoretic Text. (See:
KJV Preface)
Psalm 65:1
KJV - ―Praise waiteth for thee, O God, in Sion: and unto thee shall the vow be performed.‖

o

In the Greek New Testament, the word "Sion" [#4622] does not derive from the Hebrew word for "Sion"
[# 7865, siyon] referring to Mt. Hermon, but is derived from the Hebrew word for "Zion" [#6726, tsiyown]
referring to Mt. Zion in Jerusalem.
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Romans 11:26
KJV - And so all Israel shall be saved: as it is written, There shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and
shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob.
#4622 Sion {see-own'}of Hebrew origin
6726; TDNT - 7:292,1028; n pr loc AV - Sion 7; 7 Sion or Zion = "a parched place" 1) the hill on which
the higher and more ancient part of Jerusalem was built 1a) the southwestern most and highest of the hills
on which the city was built 2) often used of the entire city of Jerusalem 3) since Jerusalem because the
temple stood there, was called the dwelling place of God
o

These mistranslations in the KJV [ZionSion] will allow for the Priory of Sion to exalt Mount Hermon in
Dan, instead of Mount Zion in Jerusalem, as the place where God dwelt, i.e., Lucifer who dwells in Mount
Sion.
Psalm 48:2
KJV - Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth, is mount Zion, on the sides of the north, the city
of the great King.
Septuagint - The city of the great King is well planted on the mountains of Sion, with the joy of the whole
earth, on the sides of the north.
Isaiah 14:13
KJV - How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the
ground, which didst weaken the nations! For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will
exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of
the north: I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.
Septuagint - ...I will sit on a lofty mount on the lofty mountains towards the north.

o

The Septuagint is a corrupted Greek version of the Old Testament translated by the Jews of Alexandria.
See: Mystery Babylon: Catholic or Jewish?

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


The Antichrist will rule the world from the center of pagan worship - Mount Sion/Mount Hermon - instead
of Mount Zion at Jerusalem.
And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth
as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority. - Rev. 13:2
We looked for peace, but no good came; and for a time of help, and behold trouble! The snorting of his
horses was heard from Dan: the whole land trembled at the sound of the neighing of his strong ones; for
they are come and have devoured the land and all that is in it; the city, and those that dwell therein. - Jer.
8:15-16
How art thou fallen from heaven. 0 Lucifer, son of the morning! ...for thou hast said in thine heart ... I will
sit also upon the mount of the congregation in the sides of the north... I will be like the most High Is.14:12:14
And he shall plant the tabernacles of his palace between the seas in the glorious holy mountain... Dan.11:45
See: White Throne/Throne of David 11.E.
The Lost Tribe of Dan: Early Jewish & Christian View of the Identity of Antichrist *



There will be a pagan Temple of Solomon built on Mt. Hermon/Sion in the northern region of Dan.
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See: New Jerusalem: Temple of Solomon 24.C
PERSONAL APPLICATION


Those who belong to Jesus Christ will look for Him at Mount Zion in Jerusalem, rather than Mount
Hermon in Dan.
But ye are come unto mount Sion*, and unto the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to an
innumerable company of angels, To the general assembly and church of the firstborn, which are written in
heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to the spirits of just men made perfect, And to Jesus the mediator
of the new covenant, - Heb. 12:22-24
And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Sion*, and with him an hundred forty and four
thousand, having his Father's name written in their foreheads. - Rev. 14:1
*In the New Testament, the Greek word "Sion" [#4622] derives from the Hebrew word for "Zion" [#
6726] referring to Mt. Zion in Jerusalem.

10-E. SPIRITUAL HIERARCHY (European Council of Princes/Merovingian Bloodline)
PREMISE



God's heavenly Hierarchy will assist Jesus Christ to rule the world during the Millennium.
Satan's spiritual Hierarchy will help the Antichrist to rule the world during the Golden Age.

God's Plan
Satan's
Counterfeit

Pre-Flood
Era
Pre-Flood
Era

Old
Testament
Old Testament

Church Age (Last Days)
Church
Age

Tribulation

Tribulation

Great
Tribulation

Great
Tribulation

Golden Age

Millennium

New Heavens/New
Earth

New Heavens & New Earth

PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament: King Solomon ruled with the princes of Israel.
God's Heavenly Hierarchy: God the Father, Christ, Seven Angels/Spirits, 24 Elders.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: Since the Fall, there has been a spiritual hierarchy of demons (angelic princes/kings) who
rule the world and the underworld.
Old Testament Period: The Canaanites set up a council of 33 kings who ruled over Palestine.
Church Age: The European Council of Princes consisting of 33 Merovingian kings was created as the
occult hierarchy of Europe; Merovingians view themselves as divine because they descended from the
fallen angels of Genesis 6.
Tribulation: The European hierarchy will transform European countries into monarchies.
Great Tribulation: The European hierarchy will rule the world.
PROGRAM OF GOD


God's Heavenly Hierarchy: God the Father, Christ, Seven Angels/Spirits, 24 Elders.
And round about the throne were four and twenty seats: and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders
sitting, clothed in white raiment; and they had on their heads crowns of gold... The four and twenty elders
fall down before him that sat on the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever and ever, and cast their
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crowns before the throne, saying, Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honour and power: for
thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were created. - Rev. 5:4:10,11
And when he had taken the book, the four beasts and four and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb,
having every one of them harps, and golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers of saints. And they
sung a new song, saying, Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof: for thou wast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation;
And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth. - Rev. 5:8-10
And the four and twenty elders and the four beasts fell down and worshipped God that sat on the throne,
saying, Amen; Alleluia. - Rev. 19:4
OLD TESTAMENT


King Solomon ruled with the princes of Israel.
So king Solomon was king over all Israel. And these were the princes which he had; Azariah the son of
Zadok the priest... But of the children of Israel did Solomon make no bondmen: but they were men of
war, and his servants, and his princes, and his captains, and rulers of his chariots, and his horsemen. - I
Kings 4:1-2, 9:22

PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION


Satan's Spiritual Hierarchy: The European Council of Princes
The European Council of Princes, which has 33 participating members, will be the ruling body of the
World Kingdom. This is comprised of the Council of Council of Nine (False Christ, False Prophet, 7
archangels) and 24 elders who will pose as the twenty-four elders of the Book of Revelation.
Hell from beneath is moved for thee to meet thee at thy coming: it stirreth up the dead for thee, even all
the chief ones of the earth; it hath raised up from their thrones all the kings of the nations. - Is. 14:9
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of
the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. - Eph. 6:12

PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF SATAN
PRE-FLOOD ERA


Since the Fall, there has been a spiritual hierarchy of demons (angelic princes/kings) who rule the
underworld and the world.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers
of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. - Eph. 6:12
But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me one and twenty days: but, lo, Michael, one of the
chief princes, came to help me; and I remained there with the kings of Persia... Then said he, Knowest
thou wherefore I come unto thee? and now will I return to fight with the prince of Persia: and when I am
gone forth, lo, the prince of Grecia shall come. - Dan. 10:13, 20
That thou shalt take up this proverb against the king of Babylon, and say, How hath the oppressor
ceased! the golden city ceased! - Is. 14:4
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Son of man, say unto the prince of Tyrus, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Because thine heart is lifted up, and
thou hast said, I am a God, I sit in the seat of God, in the midst of the seas; yet thou art a man, and not
God, though thou set thine heart as the heart of God:... Son of man, take up a lamentation upon the king
of Tyrus, and say unto him, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Thou sealest up the sum, full of wisdom, and
perfect in beauty. Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious stone was thy covering, the
sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and the
carbuncle, and gold: the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that
thou wast created. - Ezek. 28:2,12,13
And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew
tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon. - Rev. 9:11


The Satanic Spiritual Hierarchy is comprised of 33 gods or demons.
"Throughout the Buddhist canon we come across passages which presuppose the existence of that very
ancient religious tradition known as the Vedas... Professor Maurice Winternitz writes in A History of
Indian Literature: 'Vedic literature led us well-nigh into 'prehistoric' times; and for the beginning of epic
poetry, too, we had to dispense with all certain dates...
"Orthodox Hindus hold that the Vedas existed even before the creation of the world, co-eternal with
Brahman...
"The three spheres of the vertical universe of the original Vedic sages was believed to be the abode of
thirty-three gods: the eight Vasus, the eleven Rudras, the twelve Adityas, Dyaus (Zeus) and Prithivi
(earth)." - 769
"The quarterly journal of Vishva Hindu Parishad of America Inc. January-March 2001 states :
'The perceptible world as a manifestation of the Supreme Spirit thus becomes a collection of 33 symbolic
divinities, called the 'thirty three gods.'" - 768
"In the Vishnu-Purina Book 1, it states: These thirty-three divinities exist age after age, and their
appearance and disappearance is in the same number as the sun sets and rises again." - 770:160-61



This demonic hierarchy is called the Great White Brotherhood. The 'externalization of this hierarchy' will
be in the form of two councils: the Council of Nine and Council of Twenty-Four. (These two councils are
dealt with in the next two sections: 10.F and 10.G.) .
"[Dr. Paschal Beverly] Randolph, [Reuben Swinburne] Clymer's mentor,...believed that throughout
history a series of initiatory orders has existed which is controlled by higher spiritual beings known as the
Great White Brotherhood, and Clymer claimed that the Grand Master of his order [Fraternitas Rosae
Crucis] was directly accountable to them. More important is the fact that Randolph used the name
'Hierarchy' to describe these higher spiritual beings--the same term used by Bailey, Hurtak, Puharich and
Whitmore. And besides believing that a Council of Nine direct certain esoteric schools from France,
Randolph of a Council of Twenty-Four, which also appears in Hurtak's The Keys of Enoch. Interestingly,
Randolph believed that 'spiritual beings from other planets' often visit the earth." - 268:289

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


The original 'council of princes' were 33 Canaanite kings whom Joshua overthrew in the conquest of
Israel.
Now these are the kings of the land, which the children of Israel smote, and possessed their land on the
other side Jordan toward the rising of the sun, from the river Arnon unto mount Hermon, and all the plain
on the east: Sihon king of the Amorites, who dwelt in Heshbon, and ruled from Aroer, which is upon the
bank of the river Arnon, and from the middle of the river, and from half Gilead, even unto the river
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Jabbok, which is the border of the children of Ammon; And from the plain to the sea of Chinneroth on the
east, and unto the sea of the plain, even the salt sea on the east, the way to Bethjeshimoth; and from the
south, under Ashdothpisgah: And the coast of Og king of Bashan, which was of the remnant of the
giants, that dwelt at Ashtaroth and at Edrei, And reigned in mount Hermon, and in Salcah, and in all
Bashan, unto the border of the Geshurites and the Maachathites, and half Gilead, the border of Sihon king
of Heshbon...
The king of Jericho, one; the king of Ai, which is beside Bethel, one; The king of Jerusalem, one; the
king of Hebron, one; The king of Jarmuth, one; the king of Lachish, one; The king of Eglon, one; the king
of Gezer, one; The king of Debir, one; the king of Geder, one; The king of Hormah, one; the king of
Arad, one; The king of Libnah, one; the king of Adullam, one; The king of Makkedah, one; the king of
Bethel, one; The king of Tappuah, one; the king of Hepher, one; The king of Aphek, one; the king of
Lasharon, one; The king of Madon, one; the king of Hazor, one; The king of Shimronmeron, one; the
king of Achshaph, one; The king of Taanach, one; the king of Megiddo, one; The king of Kedesh, one;
the king of Jokneam of Carmel, one; The king of Dor in the coast of Dor, one; the king of the nations of
Gilgal, one; The king of Tirzah, one: all the kings thirty and one. - Joshua 1-5, 9-24.
CHURCH AGE


The European Council of Princes, which was created in 1946, is made up of 33 royal princes.
"In Strasburg, June 1992, the House of Habsburg Austria relinquished its presidency of the European
Council of Princes (Conseil Europeen des Princes) -- an office it had retained for 46 years. Instead, I was
unanimously elected to the presidential office in my capacity as Head of the Royal House of
Stewart....The Council was originally founded in 1946 as the International Council of Government, with
delegates from both functional and deprived sovereign families, and there are currently 33 participating
members.
"Being established immediately after the Second World War, the Council's objective was to resist the
rise and spread of Communism in the West, and for that purpose substantial funds were provided by the
USA...
"With the introduction of the Common Market and the EEC, the International Council became much
less active in respect of individual countries, and much of its new thinking was applied to Europe as a
whole. Then, in view of the establishment of the European Parliament, the International Council of
Government was restyled to become the European Council of Princes. The Council was re-registered in
Brussels in 1992 by Prof Yasmin Hohenzollern, Prinzezin Von Lansleburg, Président UTE (Union
Télévision Européen) -- EEC (now EU) Communications. Princess Yasmin is of Imperial descent from
Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa (1152-90) and the House of Hohenstaufen."- 92:318



The current head of the European Council of Princes is Prince Michael James Alexander Stewart.
"In June 1992, HRH Prince Michael James Alexander Stewart, 7th Count of Albany (Scotland) was
elected President of the European Council of Princes -- a constitutional advisory body within the
European Union. In this regard, he succeeded the Imperial and Royal House of Habsburg Austria, who
had retained the office from 1946. The new appointment held significant political implications for
Scotland because, in unanimously electing Michael of Albany, some 32 sovereign houses openly
proclaimed the continuing de jure Scots monarchy to an international audience – a royal dynasty which,
according to British academic historians, had long been extinct." - 231
"Laurence Gardner, Prior of the Celtic Church's Sacred Kindred of Saint Columba, is an internationally
known sovereign and chivalric genealogist. Distinguished as the Chevalier Labhran de Saint Germain, he
is Presidential Attaché to the European Council of Princes -- a constitutional advisory body established in
1946. He is formally attached to the noble household guard of the Royal House of Stewart, founded at St
Germain-en-Laye in 1692, and is the Jacobite Historiographer Royal." - 29:back cover
o

In occult termes, "Prince Michael" is a title not a name which represents the Sun prince.
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"In Christian mythology St. Michael is the Sun prince and, according to Hermetic teaching, Christ, the
Logos, descended from the Sun." - 266:191
"The Merovingian kings...were avid students of proper kingly practice in the ancient tradition, and their
model was King Solomon, the son of David." - 29:167


The European Council of Princes functions as constitutional advisory body to the European Union.
The Council is a specialist consultative organization which advises on constitutional matters, and at its
helm I now represent a combined delegation of European royal houses... 92:317
"Later, the Council became deeply involved at an international parliamentary level, and was especially
concerned with the maintenance of people's rights and freedoms in Europe." - 92:317



The European Council of Princes consists of the Druidic hierarchy who are the Overlords of Eurasia.
"...Scholars agree that Druidism was the 'religion' of the Celtic world. Though we can see that although
the Celts had their own caste system with their own burgh kings or chieftans, above them were the
Scythian kings, and above the Scythinan kings were the Elven Druids, the Priest-Kings who stood above
all others, the ultimate Overlords of Eurasia." - 353:2



Merovingians view themselves as divine because they descended from the fallen angels of Genesis 6.
See: God/Christ/7 Spirits of God (Council of Nine) 10.F



Prince Michael Stewart, the head of the European Council of Princes, will pose as Michael the Archangel
and overthrow the Roman Catholic Church, whose image is being recast as the Dragon of Revelation 12.
See: Michael Against the Dragon 13.D

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


Current elected heads of European states will be removed from office as unresponsive to their
constituencies.
"The Council is presently concerned that the European Parliament frequently oversteps its mandate, and
this is demonstrated by the imposition of central dictates upon individual countries which should be
treated separately within a European framework for the common good. The primary aim of the Council of
Princes is that elected EU ministers should be seen to uphold their personal obligations. These Euro MPs
(MEPs) are chosen by vote of the people, they are supposed to represent the interests of their individual
electorates within Europe. But this is not what happens: having gained their elected positions of influence,
the MEPs are often seen to represent Europe within their constituencies of election -- supporting
centrally-promoted measures and mandates that are not to the benefit of their electorates." - 92:18

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


This will lead to the transformation of democratic European countries into constitutional monarchies.
"The avowed and declared objective of the Prieuré de Sion is the restoration of the Merovingian dynasty
and bloodline - not only to the throne of France, but to the thrones of other European nations as well." 31:107
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"M. Plantard echoed M. Chaumeil in stating that, in the near future, there would be a dramatic upheaval
in France -- not a revolution, but a radical change in French institutions that would pave the way for the
reinstatement of a monarchy." - 31:225
PERVERSIONS OF SCRIPTURE
Revelation 1:6
KJV - And hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father; to him be glory and dominion for
ever and ever. Amen.
NIV - changed "kings" to "a kingdom"
NASB - changed "kings" to "a kingdom"
Revelation 5:10
KJV - And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth.
NIV - changed "kings" to "a kingdom"
NASB - changed "kings" to "a kingdom"
PERSONAL APPLICATION
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or
nakedness, or peril, or sword? As it is written, For thy sake we are killed all the day long; we are
accounted as sheep for the slaughter. Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him
that loved us. For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,
nor things present, nor things to come, Nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to
separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. - Rom. 8:35-39

10-F. GOD / CHRIST / SEVEN SPIRITS OF GOD (Council of Nine)
PREMISE



God's 'council of nine' (two witnesses and seven angels) will dispense God's righteous judgments during the
seven-year Tribulation period.
Satan's Council of Nine (Antichrist, False Prophet and seven counterfeit archangels) will dispense Satan's
unrighteousness judgments during the seven years of the Tribulation period.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
God's Council of Nine: God the Father, Jesus Christ, Seven Spirits/Angels
Mid-Tribulation: The Archangel Michael will cast Satan and his angels out of heaven.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Satan's Council of Nine: Antichrist, False Prophet, and 7 kings
Pre-Flood Era: Fallen angels ruled over Atlantis.
Old Testament Period: Satan's council of nine were the nine planetary gods of Egypt as symbolized by the
pyramids of Giza.
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Church Age: There is an earthly Council of Nine in France which is headed by the Illuminati.
Tribulation/First 3.5 Years: The Angelic (Johannite) Pope (the False Prophet) will crown the French king
(the Antichrist) emperor of the world; together they will reign over the Golden Age.
Great Tribulation: The inner council of the earthly Council of Nine is the Satanic Trinity, who will be
incarnated as the Antichrist (Father Adam), False Prophet (Brother Truth) and (counterfeit) Michael the
Archangel.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
GOD'S COUNCIL OF NINE


God the Father, Jesus Christ, Seven Spirits/Angels
And I beheld, and, lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of the elders,
stood a Lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God
sent forth into all the earth. - Rev. 5:6
And I saw the seven angels which stood before God... - Rev. 8:2
MID-TRIBULATION



The Archangel Michael will cast Satan and his angels out of heaven.
And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten
horns, and seven crowns upon his heads... And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought
against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, And prevailed not; neither was their place found
any more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan,
which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him. Rev. 12:3,7-9

PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
SATAN'S COUNCIL OF NINE


The Antichrist, False Prophet, and 7 kings
Satan's Council of Nine will be comprised of the Antichrist, False Prophet, and 7 archangels (remaining 7
kings downsized from 10 per Rev. 12:3,9 and 16:13). The manifestation of this demonic governing body
will be the 'Externalisation of the Hierarchy', per Alice Bailey.
And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and
ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy... And I beheld
another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spoke like a dragon.
And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him. - Rev.13:1,11-12
I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom there
were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes
of man, and a mouth speaking great things... And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that
shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue
three kings. - Dan 7:8,24
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And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of
the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet. For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles,
which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great
day of God Almighty. - Rev. 16:13-14
And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against
him that sat on the horse, and against his army. And the beast was taken, and with him the false
prophet... These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with brimstone. - Rev.19:19,20
The following Merovingians are logical candidates for the Antichrist, the False Prophet and the head of
the Council of Nine respectively:
Thomas Plantard de Saint-Clair - Grand Master of the Prieuré de Sion
Bishop Kallistos Ware - Monastery of St. John the Theologian, Patmos, Greece; Lecturer in Eastern
Orthodox Studies, Oxford University
Prince Michael Stewart - President of the European Council of Princes
PRE-FLOOD ERA


The seven demonic rulers of Atlantis were represented as planetary gods or angels.
"...the Gnostics derived some of their lore from the stellar religion practiced by the Chaldean astrologers.
They adopted the seven planetary spirits or gods... represented by the classical gods of Roman and
Greek mythology -- Mercury (Hermes), Venus (Aphrodite), Mars (Aries), Jupiter (Zeus), Saturn
(Chronos), Sol and Luna. In Gnostic belief these gods were transformed into archangels who became
the central focus of medieval magic and the Hermetic tradition." - 25:24
"...Hermes Trismegestus taught the idea of the seven governors of the world, planetary angels..." 350:115



The occult Council of Nine are nine demonic spirits (7 planetary angles + 2 supervisors) who ruled over
pre-flood Atlantis.
"Plato says, speaking of the traditions of the Greeks ('Dialogues, Laws,' c.IV. p. 713):
"'There is a tradition of the happy life of mankind in the days when all things were spontaneous and
abundant... In like manner God in his love of mankind placed over us the demons who are a superior race,
and they, with great care and pleasure to themselves and to us, taking care of us and giving us place and
reverence and order and justice never failing, made the tribes of men happy and peaceful ...for Cronos
knew that no human nature, invested with supreme power, is able to order human affairs and not overflow
with insolence and wrong.'
" In other words, this tradition refers to an ancient time when the forefathers of the Greeks were
governed by Chronos, of the Cronian Sea (the Atlantic), king of Atlantis, through civilized Atlantean
governors, who by their wisdom preserved peace and created a golden age for all the populations under
their control--they were the demons, that is, 'the knowing ones,' the civilized. Plato puts into the mouth of
Socrates these words ('Dialogues, Cratylus,' p. 397): 'My notion would be that the sun, moon and stars,
earth, and heaven, which are still the gods of many barbarians, were the only gods known to the
aboriginal Hellenes... What shall follow the gods? Must not demons and heroes and men come next?...
Consider the real meaning of the word 'demons'. You know Hesiod uses the word. He speaks of 'a golden
race of men' who came first. He says of them,
"'But now that fate has closed over this race,
They are holy demons upon earth,
Beneficent averters of ills, guardians of mortal men.'" - 635:289-90
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"The Anunnaki overlords were said to have governed by way of a Grand Assembly of nine councillors
who sat at Nippur. The nine consisted of eight members (seven males and a female), who held the Rings
of divine justice along with their president, Anu, who held the One Ring to bind them all. Not only does
this conform with the nine kingdoms of the Volsunga Saga, which cites Odin (Wotan) as the ultimate
presidential Ring Lord, but it is also commensurate with the seven archangels of Hebraic record along
with their two supervisors, the Lord of the Spirits and the Most High (equivalent to Anu). As the
original god kings of Mesopotamia, this Assembly was said to have introduced kingly practice, which
according to the Sumerian King List (dating from before 2000 B.C.) was 'lowered from heaven'." - 722:52


The offspring of the fallen angels (Anunnaki) were the Tuatha De Danann or Dragon Lords of Anu.
"...The ancient people of the Tuatha De Danann...was...mythologized by the Christian monks who rewrote
the majority of Irish history to suit their own Church's vested interest in Eire. From a base of the monastic
text, which arose onward from medieval times, it is generally stated that these people were the
supernatural tribe of the pre-Achaean agricultural goddess Danae of Argos, or perhaps of the Aegean
mother-goddess, Danu. But their true name rendered in its older form was Tuadhe d'Anu. As such, they
were the people (or tribe) of Anu, the great sky god of the Anunnaki." - 722:31
"The Tuatha De Danann (or Dragon Lords of Anu)...[before settling in Ireland (from about 800 B.C.)]
...were the...Black Sea princes of Scythia (now Ukrane). Like the original dynastic Pharaohs, they traced
their descent from the great Pendragons of Mesopotamia; from them sprang the kingly lines of the Irish
Bruithnigh and the Picts of Scotland's Caledonia. In Wales they founded the Royal House of Gwynedd,
while in Cornwall in the southwest of England, they were the sacred gentry known as Pict-Sidhe..." 248:11

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


The kings of the pagan nations numbered nine kings.
And it came to pass in the days of Amraphel king of Shinar, Arioch king of Ellasar, Chedorlaomer king of
Elam, and Tidal king of nations; That these made war with Bera king of Sodom, and with Birsha king of
Gomorrah, Shinab king of Admah, and Shemeber king of Zeboiim, and the king of Bela, which is Zoar.
All these were joined together in the vale of Siddim, which is the salt sea. - Gen. 14:1-3



The Satanic Council of Nine were the nine planetary gods of Egypt as symbolized by the pyramids of Giza.
"...after a great quarrel between Horus and Seth...Geb, the earth-god (the father of Osiris and Isis),
summoned the Great Council of the Gods - the nine-member 'Ennead' of Heliopolis - and with them
passed judgment between Horus and Seth:
"'Geb, lord of the gods, commanded the Nine Gods to gather to him. He judged between Horus and
Seth; he ended their quarrel. He made Seth king of Upper Egypt...and Horus king of Lower Egypt... That
was the division of the Two Lands.'" - 132:143
"The Great Pyramid (of Egypt) is in itself a sign of the 7 stars comprising as it does, the square and
triangle in one figure and the other 2 pyramids near this one, represent the sun and moon." - 9:277-78



The Essene hierarchy was called by the names of the archangels.
"In addition to the traditional priestly styles, the Essenes also preserved the names of the Old
Testament archangels within their governing structure. Hence, the Zadok priest was also the archangel
Michael and the Abiathar priest (whatever his personal name) was also the archangel Gabriel... This
angelic ranking is detailed in the Book of Enoch (4:9), and the War Scroll (9:15-17) also indicates the
angels' order of ranking during the Gospel era...
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"Prior to Jesus' birth, the High Zadok (archangel Michael) was Zacharias. His wife was Mary's cousin
Elizabeth, and his deputy, the Abiathar (angel Gabriel), was Simeon the Essene." - 29:38
CHURCH AGE


There is an earthly Council of Nine with headquarters in France.
"[Reuben Swinburne] Clymer claimed that the doctrines of his society [Fraternitas Rosae Crucis], were
endorsed by a secret order that directed it from France -- called the Council of Nine. He published a letter
from them in 1932, which proclaimed: 'This is the New Dispensation, and the work of the Spiritual and
Mystical Fraternities must be reestablished around the world, so that all peoples may be taught the Law
and thereby enabled to apply it towards universal improvement as the only means of saving mankind...
We, the Council of Nine, have selected your organization, as one of the oldest in America to help to this
work.'
"This letter was signed by the excessively immodest 'Comte M. de St Vincent, Premier Plenipotentiary
of the Council of Nine of the Confraternities of the World.'... Another title of the Council of Nine,
according to Clymer, was the 'Secret School'... The important point here is that the term 'Council of Nine'
was in use in the 1930s, specifically linked to the same politico-esoteric milieu in France that spawned
Schweller de Lubicz." - 268:288



The earthly Council of Nine is controlled by an inner group of three - the future Antichrist, False Prophet
and false Michael the Archangel.
"The Illuminati pulls its various bloodlines together under several councils. The Grande Druid Council or
your Council of 13 is your principal council or the Brotherhood of Death. Above the Council of 13 is a
higher Council of 9, and an inner group of 3 is believed to head that Council of Nine." - 77:139
"The twenty-eighth degree of the 'Knight of the Sun' claims that it is the Key of Masonry... A lecture on
truth is delivered in sections by nine officers who are called Thrice Perfect Father Adam, Brother Truth,
Michael, Gabrielle, Raphael, Zaphriel, Camael, Azrael and Uriel. The emphasis on 'truth' brought back to
mind the sole inscription in Rosslyn [Chapel] that reads: '...TRUTH will conquer all'." - 96:214
"This figure [Corona Borealis, the Crown] consists of nine stars lying in a circle... Three of these stars are
bright and lie opposite the head of the Dragon [Draco], which lies between the Bears [Ursa Major, Ursa
Minor]." - 570:87
See: Candidate for Antichrist: Thomas Plantard de Saint-Clair/Ursa Major 15.B
Candidate for False Prophet: Bishop Timothy (Kallistos) Ware/Ursa Major 24.F
Candidate for Archangel Michael: Prince Michael Stewart 13.D



J.R.R. Tolkein's Trilogy, The Lord of the Rings, promotes the planetary Council of Nine under the lordship
of the Sun.
"In Ring Lore...[he] who held the Ninth Ring, the One Ring was Lord of the Rings. In ancient times, the
One Ring was representative of the representative of the overlordship of the Sun, with the other key Eight
Rings representing the planetary kingdoms of Earth, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and
Mercury." - 722:271 ff.6



The Antichrist will be a counterfeit King Solomon who heads the Council of Nine as Lord of the Rings,
King of the Universe, Solar Man, the Sun-King.
"Every true Mason...realizes that the Temple of Solomon is really the Temple of the Solar Man - Sol-Omon - the King of the Universe..." - 678:63
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"Psalm 72. Of Solomon... 8. 'Let him rule from sea to sea, from the river to the ends of the earth.'
"'ff. 'The extent of the king's dominion from sea to sea, from the Mediterranean Sea to the Persian Gulf,
and from the river, the Euphrates (I Kings 5:4). This is hyperbolic court style; or, alternatively, the
language is mythic, signifying that the king reigns over the entire universe (cf. Ps. 89:26; Zech. 9.10).'"
(Jewish Study Bible) - 1093
"In Christian mythology St. Michael is the Sun prince and, according to Hermetic teaching, Christ, the
Logos, descended from the Sun." - 266:191


The logo of the Parliament of World Religions is an all-seeing eye representing Lucifer, the Sun god,
encircled by 9 flames representing his planetary hierarchy, the Council of Nine.
"...Hyde Parker Larry Janiak designed the symbol of unity for the Parliament of the World's
Religions...
"The symbol is a circular shape called the mandala. The mandala symbolizes completeness
and unity, Janiak said.
"The design is the 'sun in the form of the radiating iris of the eye of God,' according to
Janiak. The symbol is based on ancient poetic spiritual concepts: the all seeing eye of God:
fire, flame and the sun as the source of all life on earth; the sun as the sustenance and source
of life on earth; and a single candle flame, as the proverb, 'Light one candle instead of cursing
the darkness.'
"Nine individual flames surround the core, representing the different paths of the world's
religions, which all come from the same spiritual source, according to Janiak.'" - 39:181

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


The Angelic (Johannite) Pope (False Prophet) will crown the French king (Antichrist) emperor of the
world; together they will reign over the Golden Age.
"For Roquetaillade the source of a political evil still lay in the accursed seed of the Serpens Antiquus,
Frederick II, from whom had sprung a multiple Antichrist in Frederick and Louis of Siciliy, and Louis of
Bavaria. Linked with them were the bad sons of St Francis. The forces of good stood in gratifyingly clear
contrast. Roquetailllade expected a holy Pope, Corrector et Reparator, who would take refuge with the
King of France when the evil powers were in the ascendant. The blessed race of the French princes was
that of the new Maccabbees, sent to defend the Church. In the Liber Secretorum, the world is lined up in
two camps: Antichrist and his allies, that is, Italian Ghibellines, the Spanish kings and the German
tyrants, against the true Pope, the king of France and Charles IV of Bohemia. Evils will mount to a
climax, with famine and plague added...but in a final battle the true Pope will triumph, aided politically by
the king of France and religiously by the true children of St Francis. In his earlier works Roquetaillade
had merely assigned the role of aid to the French monarchy, but his latest versions of the future, written c.
1356, when French fortunes in the Hundred Years War were at their nadir, exalted the 'King from the race
of Pepin' into the temporal instrument through whom God would bring in the final age of beatitude. Such
is prophetic hope! Roquetaillade expects him to be elected as Roman emperor and to rule the entire world
from Jerusalem. Together with the Angelic Pope, in whom says Roquetaillade the third status will begin,
the French emperor will 'repair the whole globe', destroying Mohammedanism, subduing Turks and
Tartars, converting Jews and infidels, and bringing all into one flock under one shepherd...
"Roquetaillade's works sparked off a mysterious person who called himself Telesphorus of Cosenza
(Calabria)...[who declared] all the forces of evil will be destroyed and the Angelic Pope will crown the
French king as the true emperor. Then in a holy partnership emperor and Pope will reform the Church and
will recover the Holy Land in the seventh and last crusade. This will be the millennium when Satan is
bound for a thousand years." - 823:150

GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE
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The Satanic Council of Nine plans to incarnate themselves (demon possession) in nine earthly
representatives (the Antichrist, False Prophet and 7 Planetary Hierarchy) in order to inaugurate the
Golden Age and to restore the ancient Atlantean mystery religion with its initiations.
And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and
ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy. - Rev.13:1
And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spoke
like a dragon. And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him. - Rev.13:11,12
I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom there
were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes
of man, and a mouth speaking great things.- Dan. 7:8
And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall rise after them;
and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. - Dan 7:24
"...the [Planetary] Hierarchy incarnates on Earth again." (Alice Bailey) - 130:334-35
"Another important objective of the Plan...is the emergence into physical plane activity of the group of
souls of Whom the New Group of World Servers are the outer representatives. This appearance can be
called…the second coming of Christ with his Disciples, or it can be called the manifestation of the
Planetary Hierarchy or the appearance of the Masters of Wisdom, who will restore upon earth the ancient
mysteries and institute again the order of Initiation." (Alice Bailey) - 137:656-657
―In a recent publication, The Holy Land of Scotland, the author, Barry Dunford quoted an article
published earlier this century [Theosophy in Scotland, August 1910] which stated: ‗…Let Scotland
prepare the way of the Lords of Wisdom.‘‖ – 266:212
"These...Beings [the Planetary Hierarchy], Who will appear as human beings...may be looked for before
the end of this century, and their united effort will inaugurate...The New Age..." (Alice Bailey) - 137:734
(Vol. I)

PERSONAL APPLICATION


God appoints the basest of men to rule over the kingdoms of this world system.
...The most High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will, and setteth up over it
the basest of men. - Dan. 4:17
(base: inferior, lowly, impure, debased, contemptible, dishonorable, indecent, disgraceful,
despicable, sordid, degenerate, wretched, unprincipled - Roget's Thesaurus)



Christians must not put their faith in government leaders.
Put not your trust in princes, nor in the son of man, in whom there is no help. - Psalm 146:3

10-G. TWENTY-FOUR ELDERS (Dragon Court)
PREMISE


During the Millennium, God's 24 elders will rule over the earth as priest-kings.
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During the Golden Age, Satan's 24 elders will rule over the earth as pagan priest-kings.
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PROGRAM OF GOD
Old Testament Period: King Solomon + 11 princes + 12 officers = 24 elders of Israel; God appointed 24
families of the Levites to oversee the ministry of Solomon's Temple.
Tribulation / First 3.5 Years: God's 24 elders are seen in heaven sitting on 24 thrones.
Millennium: God will cast down the Dragon Court and His 24 elders will reign upon the earth as priestkings.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Church Age: King Arthur's Dragon Court was comprised of 24 knights; there are currently 24 families
representing the Rex Deus group and the Dragon Court. These are supposedly descendants of Israel's 24
priestly families and they presently rule as occult priest kings.
Great Tribulation: The Dragon Court will be teachers of pre-Flood ancient wisdom.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD


King Solomon plus 11 princes plus 12 officers = 24 elders of Israel.
So king Solomon was king over all Israel. And these were the princes which he had; Azariah the son of
Zadok the priest, Elihoreph and Ahiah, the sons of Shisha, scribes; Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud, the
recorder. And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada was over the host: and Zadok and Abiathar were the priests:
And Azariah the son of Nathan was over the officers: and Zabud the son of Nathan was principal officer,
and the king's friend: And Ahishar was over the household: and Adoniram the son of Abda was over the
tribute. And Solomon had twelve officers over all Israel, which provided victuals for the king and his
household: each man his month in a year made provision. - I Kings 4:17



God appointed 24 families to oversee the ministry of Solomon's Temple.
Thus were they divided by lot, one sort with another; for the governors of the sanctuary, and governors of
the house of God, were of the sons of Eleazar, and of the sons of Ithamar... Now the first lot came forth to
Jehoiarib, the second to Jedaiah, The third to Harim, the fourth to Seorim, The fifth to Malchijah, the
sixth to Mijamin, The seventh to Hakkoz, the eighth to Abijah, The ninth to Jeshua, the tenth to
Shecaniah, The eleventh to Eliashib, the twelfth to Jakim, The thirteenth to Huppah, the fourteenth to
Jeshebeab, The fifteenth to Bilgah, the sixteenth to Immer, The seventeenth to Hezir, the eighteenth to
Aphses, The nineteenth to Pethahiah, the twentieth to Jehezekel, The one and twentieth to Jachin, the two
and twentieth to Gamul, The three and twentieth to Delaiah, the four and twentieth to Maaziah. These
were the orderings of them in their service to come into the house of the LORD, according to their
manner, under Aaron their father, as the LORD God of Israel had commanded him. Concerning
Rehabiah: of the sons of Rehabiah, the first was Isshiah. Of the Izharites; Shelomoth: of the sons of
Shelomoth; Jahath. And the sons of Hebron; Jeriah the first, Amariah the second, Jahaziel the third,
Jekameam the fourth. Of the sons of Uzziel; Michah: of the sons of Michah; Shamir. The brother of
Michah was Isshiah: of the sons of Isshiah; Zechariah. The sons of Merari were Mahli and Mushi: the
sons of Jaaziah; Beno. The sons of Merari by Jaaziah; Beno, and Shoham, and Zaccur, and Ibri. Of Mahli
came Eleazar, who had no sons. Concerning Kish: the son of Kish was Jerahmeel. The sons also of
Mushi; Mahli, and Eder, and Jerimoth. These were the sons of the Levites after the house of their fathers.
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These likewise cast lots over against their brethren the sons of Aaron in the presence of David the king,
and Zadok, and Ahimelech, and the chief of the fathers of the priests and Levites, even the principal
fathers over against their younger brethren. - I Chronicles 24:5, 7-19
TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS


God's 24 elders are seen in heaven sitting on 24 thrones.
And round about the throne were four and twenty seats: and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders
sitting, clothed in white raiment; and they had on their heads crowns of gold... The four and twenty elders
fall down before him that sat on the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever and ever, and cast their
crowns before the throne, saying, Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honour and power: for
thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were created... - Rev. 4:4,10
"Considerable discussion has arisen concerning the identity of these twenty-four elders, and three
principle views have been advanced. Some regard them as a representative body of all the saints of all
ages. Others regard them as representative only of the Church, the Body of Christ. Still a third view is that
they represent an order of angels.
"The fact that they are a representative group, however, seems to be clear from the parallel of the Old
Testament where the priesthood was represented by twenty-four orders of priests. [I. Chron. 24] There
were actually thousands of priests in Israel's day of ascendancy under David and Solomon, but they all
could not minister at the same time. Accordingly, they were divided into twenty-four orders, each of
which was represented by a priest. When these priests met together, even though there were only twentyfour, they represented the whole priesthood and at the same time the whole nation of Israel. In a similar
way the twenty-four elders of the book of Revelation may be regarded as a representative body." 349:106
"Another argument in favor of the human identification of the elders comes from the number twentyfour. It is said to symbolize the combined number of the twelve patriarchs of Israel and the twelve
apostles (Alford). This view notes that the elders were representatives of the people of Israel in the O.T.
(Ex. 4:29; 12:21; 19:7; 24:1; cf. Heb.11:2) and of the churches in the N.T. (Acts 14:24; 20:17; 21:18)
(Lee). The description of the New Jerusalem in Rev. 21:12-14 is taken as verification of this, because
both groups are part of the heavenly city. The analogy of Christ's earlier statement about the twelve
apostles sitting on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel is also taken as proof (cf. Matt.
19:28; Luke 22:30)." - 771:346
THE MILLENNIUM



God will judge the Court of the Dragon.
Thus saith the Lord GOD to Tyrus; Shall not the isles shake at the sound of thy fall, when the wounded
cry, when the slaughter is made in the midst of thee? Then all the princes of the sea shall come down
from their thrones, and lay away their robes, and put off their broidered garments: they shall clothe
themselves with trembling; they shall sit upon the ground, and shall tremble at every moment, and be
astonished at thee. - Ezek. 26:15-16
I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom there
were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of
man, and a mouth speaking great things. I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of
days did sit, whose garment was white as snow, and the hair of his head like the pure wool: his throne was
like the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire. - Dan. 7:8-9



God's 24 elders will reign upon the earth as priest-kings.
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And when he had taken the book, the four beasts and four and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb,
having every one of them harps, and golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers of saints. And they
sung a new song, saying, Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals thereof: for thou wast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation;
And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth. - Rev. 5:8-10
PROGRAM OF SATAN
The Dragon Court exists to protect the descendants of the ancient Vere family of the Merovingian
bloodline, out of which will eventually come the Antichrist. The Druidic Council of Elders are
represented by the Dragon Court, which is comprised of 26 members of royalty from Eurasian countries
that help comprise the European Council of Princes. These 26 members are a false 24 elders plus the
Antichrist and False Prophet. The Druidic head dragon king (Pendragon), which has historically been
called the 'King of Kings', will be the Antichrist.
CHURCH AGE


In Grail mythology, twenty-four lights (angels/elders) in the Satanic hierarchy wield the power .
"The final ordering [of the Grail Procession] emerges when Rapanse de Schoye [the Grail Bearer]
stands in the middle of a single great circle of twenty-four lights. Wolfram von Eschenbach lays so great a
stress on this ordering that it would be indeed foolish to insist that it is no more than poetic fancy. So it is
that the Grail shines forth within a circle of twenty-four lights. They represent the twenty-four
amshaspands [deities that aided the Supreme Deity in governing the universe] or the twenty-four elders
with lily wreaths of whom Dante speaks in his Divine Comedy. And again, in medieval symbolism, they
represent the twenty-four books of the Old Testament around Christ.
"Direct spiritual vision perceives them as the three highest grades of the celestial hierarchies -- the
cherubim, seraphim and thrones. It is the throne beings who wield the power to design the whole
interweaving of human destiny. They encircle the Christ, the lord of karma, and bask in his vision, but
their light is outshone by the Grail, the fullest ray of earthly blessing." - 126:93
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of
the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. - Eph. 6:12



There were twenty-four knights at the legendary Court of King Arthur, who was the Pendragon
(Druidic Dragon King / Guardian of the Grail) circa 500 A.D.
"In the 15th century Welsh work known as the Pedwar Marchog ar Hugain Llys Arthur are listed the
'Twenty-Four Knights' at King Arthur's Court. It has been suggested that this Order of Knighthood was a
precursor to that of the Round Table: Gwalchmai, Drudwas, Eliwlod, Bors, Perceval, Galahad, Lancelot,
Owain, Menw, Tristan, Eiddilig, Nasiens, Mordred, Hoel, Blaes, Cadog, Petroc, Morfran, Sanddef,
Glewlwyd, Cyon, Aron, Llywarch Hen...
"The Round Table - first mentioned by Wace (1155) in his 'Roman de Brut' - was not only a physical
table, but the highest Order of Chivalry at the Court of King Arthur. Its members were supposedly the
cream of the British military who followed a strict code of honour and service." - 830
o King Arthur is a legendary character with astrological significance, Arcturus being the brightest star
in the Great Bear constellation which signifies the coming rulers of the Merovingian bloodline.
"The name Arthur itself appears to derive from the Celtic word Art, meaning 'bear'. Could Arthur, like
so many other Celtic gods, be merely a personification of the many revered animals of the wild? Later to
become humanized like Loucetios, one of several Celtic deities known to be able to transform themselves
into birds or beasts of the forest. Many such gods had stellar associations and the constellation of Ursa
Major or the Great Bear is sometimes known as Arthur's Wain even today...
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"The name Arthur may be (and according to K. H. Jackson certainly is) a form of Artorius, a Roman
gens name, but, according to J. D. Bruce, it is possibly of Celtic origin, coming from artos viros (bear
man) - see Welsh arth gwyr (T. R. Davies). Bruce also suggests the possibility of a connection with Irish
art (stone)." - 832
"The name Ursa Major, according to The New English Dictionary, 'appears to arise out of the verbal
association of the star name Arcturus with Arturus or Arthur, and the legendary association with Arthur
and Charlemagne...' In Welsh lore, the constellation is seen as a symbol of the Celtic King Arthur; his
name, it is claimed, is derived from Arth-Uthyr, 'the wonderful bear'. So it was that the early Britons saw
Arthur's Chariot in the great constellation; 'Arthur's slow wain [wagon] his course doth roll in utter
darkness round the Pole...'. Furthermore it has been suggested that this constellation, with its circular
route, may have led to the notion of the round table (The Zodiac)...
"ARCTURUS... A golden red star situated on the left knee of Bootes, the 4th brightest in the sky.
"Arcturus takes its name from its nearness to the sky Bears, Big and Little Bears, Ursa Major, and Ursa
Minor. From Arktouros or Arctophilax, 'the Bear Guard and also called 'the Bear Watcher'. The
'Herdsman', or 'driver of oxen' are other titles.
"According to E W Bullinger (The Witness of the Stars ), a biblical interpreter of the constellations, the
ancient Egyptians called Bootes Smat, which means one who rules, subdues, and governs. They also
called him Bau, which means also 'the coming one'." - 833 ("Ursa Major")
See: Candidate for Antichrist: Thomas Plantard de Saint-Clair/Ursa Major 5.B
Candidate for False Prophet: Bishop Timothy Kallistos Ware 24.F
o

King Arthur is buried in Glastonbury, England, where the fabled Holy Grail was also buried by
Joseph of Arimathea.

"When mist, like sea, surrounds the Tor, it rises from the Levels like a magical island of ancient lore.
Indeed in Celtic times it was known as the Isle of the Dead - the threshold of the spirit world where
wisdom and knowledge were revealed. Its Celtic name was Ynys Witrin; it is the faery Isle of Glass
where the Lord of the Underworld resides. Most famously, legend knows Glastonbury as the Isle of
Avalon. Literally meaning 'The Place of Apples', Avalon was a legendary paradise associated with the
Celtic Otherworld - the Summerland Annwn. In Romance, Avalon is where Arthur's great sword
Excalibur was forged; it is where Arthur went to heal his wounds and where his sister Morgan Le Fay had
her magical stronghold. The Life of St Gildas tells of Arthur's deeds at Glastonbury; the abbey's
chronicles know him as a major benefactor of Glastonbury's early church. Christian legend knows the
Vale of Avalon as the place where Joseph of Arimathea landed with the Holy Grail...
"For centuries, Joseph of Arimathea's Glastonbury legend told that he was buried with two silver
cruets, containing the sweat and blood of Jesus Christ, that he had brought with him from Palestine. As
Joseph's fame and cult grew through the medieval era, so the story of the cruets merged with the
widespread myth of a Celtic quest for a life-renewing magical cauldron, to produce the great legend of the
Grail Quest. With the 15th century, the story grew that Joseph came to Glastonbury bearing the Holy
Grail - the sacred chalice of the Last Supper that Pontius Pilate gave to him and in which he had collected
drops of the wounded Christ's blood. The legend runs that Joseph buried the Grail somewhere in
Glastonbury before he died. It remained hidden for about four hundred years. So in Glastonbury's
landscape began the great Grail Quest, in which the hero-knights of the Round Table searched for the liferenewing Holy Grail." - 831
o

According to legend, Arthur and his knights will return in the hour of Britain's greatest need.

"In his great 15th century epic Morte D'Arthur, Thomas Malory tells a different legend of Arthur's
epitaph. Arthur's life in Morte D'Arthur ends at Glastonbury; his burial is witnessed by Sir Bedevere and
a hermit 'that sometime was bishop of Canterbury'. 'Yet some men say in many parts of England that King
Arthur is not dead, but had by the will of Our Lord Jesu into another place; and men say that he shall
come again, and he shall win the Holy Cross. Yet I will not say that it shall be so; but rather I would say,
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here in this world he changed his life. But many men say that there is written upon the tomb this: HIC
IACET ARTHURUS, REX QUONDAM REXQUE FUTURUS - 'Here lies Arthur, the once and future
king'." - 831
"Following the death of Jesus, Mary went to England with Joseph of Arimethea. This established the
vortex for Camelot, destined to come forth later in the fifth and sixth centuries. The Grail was placed in
Glastonbury for safekeeping at that time. It will be through the Grail in England that the energies of
transformation and ascension will be channeled, which eventually will bring the Earth into the Seventh
Golden Age." - 45:37


The current Druidic Council of Elders is represented by the Dragon Court which is comprised of 26
members of royalty from Eurasian countries; these 26 royals who are connected with the European
Council of Princes, are a false twenty-four elders plus the Antichrist and False Prophet.
"The Order of the Dragon...was created in 1408 by the Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund (while he was
still king of Hungary) and his queen Barbara Cilli, mainly for the purpose of gaining protection for the
royal family." - 356
"From the outset, Sigismund's [von Luxembourg] Dragon Court included royalty from lands other than
Hungary including the kings of Poland and Aragon, and the Duke of Lithuania. Then, by the sixteenth
century...there were autonomous branches in Bulgaria, Bosnia and Arcadia, Italy and France. In British
East Anglia the tradition was maintained by a Draconian order called the Rosicruciana Anglicae." 348:227
"HRH Prince Michael of Albany, President of the European Council of Princes...Grand Protector of The
Imperial Royal Dragon Court and Order..'" - 355
"Along with Zigmond, other officers of the Court were his second wife Barbara Cilli (daughter of Duke
Hermann II of Styria) and their daughter Elizabeth, thereby achieving the traditional overall standard of
twenty-six members (two covens of thirteen)." - 722:243-44
"In 1408...the Dragon Court was formally reconstituted as a sovereign body at a time of wars and general
political turmoil. The Court's reemergence was instigated by Sigismund von Luxembourg, king of
Hungary, a descendant of the Lusignan Dragon Kings of Jerusalem. Having inherited the legacy in 1397
he drew up a pact with twenty-three nobles who swore to observe 'true and pure fraternity' within the
Societas Draconis (later called Ordo Draconis) -- Hungarian: Sarkany Rend. The founding document
...stated that members of the Court might wear the insignia of a dragon incurved into a circle, with a red
cross -- the very emblem of the original Rosicrucis which had identified the Grail succession from before
3000 B.C." - 348:225
"Another little known legend speaks of a hidden, hereditary group of families who have exerted great
influence over European life from before the time of Jesus to the present. They call themselves 'Rex Deus'
and claim direct descent from the twenty-four priestly families of the Temple in Jerusalem and from Jesus
himself." - 266:97



The purpose of the Dragon Court is to protect the descendants of the ancient Vere family of the
Merovingian bloodline, out of which will eventually come the Antichrist.
"The Dragon Court exists as an organization solely for the bloodline descendants of the ancient Vere
family -- the senior bloodline successors as a Scythian-Merovin, Elven House of Princess Maelasanu -and for those whose bloodlines are extracted from this descent and its ancient Dragon Court." - 342:8
"One of the best known Grail fairies was Princess Melusine, daughter of the Pictish king, Elinas of Alba - a descendant of the 2nd century, King Vere of Caledonia [Scotland], Lord of the Dragon. In the year
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733, Melusine (maintaining the family heritage) married Rainfroi de Vere, Prince of Anjou, and among
their offspring was Count Maelo, the commander of Emperor Charlemagne's army. From Maelo's own
marriage to Charlemagne's sister, sprang the Vere counts of Guisnes who...became England's Great
Chamberlains and Earls of Oxford." - 359:17
"...In 1408, Edward de Vere's ancestor, Richard (Lord Chamberlain and 11th Earl of Oxford), had been
invested as a Knight of the Garter by King Henry IV at Windsor Castle. Also invested at the same time
was King Sigismund of Hungary who had revived the ancient Egyptian Order of the Dragon -- within
which Richard de Vere held the hereditary distinction Lord Draconis." - 248:8,9
"The Imperial and Royal Dragon Court is the ancient Household Court and Order of the senior
Angevin descendants of the Imperial and Royal House of Vere of Caledonia, Anjou and Lorraine, and the
physical embodiment of the sovereign Princedom of Drakenberg, which is recognized under European
Law as a sovereign ethnic racial group; the principal nation states of the Draconian peoples:...
"Furthermore, the royal and ambassadorial nature of the title of the Prince of Drakenberg (Princeps
Draconis) is recognised under the 'Official Observations' of the Department of Internal Affairs of the
Government of its state of origin within the European Union." - 357


Variations on the Merovingian Vere name include:
VERE / WEIR: Vere, de Ver, Ver, de Ver, Veer, Vear(e), Veir, Veyre, Vare, Veary, Very, Vary, Vire,
Revere, Sver(e), Svar, Shpere, Spear(e), Spere, Svear, Fere, Fear, Fairy; Ware, Wayer, Waer, Weyir,
Weyr, Weir(e), Weier, Wear(e), Weary, Wehre, Werre, Weer, Werr, Wyre
o

Vere means 'Truth' which is the code name for the occult's secret doctrine.

And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and
True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war. - Rev. 19:11
"The first and last building block of such a mental power structure is the Och or 'YES', the affirmative
expression of absolute TRUTH and Will: the Ver." - 351:9
"The twenty-eighth degree of the 'Knight of the Sun' claims that it is the Key of Masonry... A lecture on
truth is delivered in sections by nine officers who are called Thrice Perfect Father Adam, Brother Truth,
Michael, Gabrielle, Raphael, Zaphriel, Camael, Azrael and Uriel. The emphasis on 'truth' brought back to
mind the sole inscription in Rosslyn [Chapel] that reads: '...TRUTH will conquer all'." - 96:14
"There is no religion higher than truth." (Motto of Theosophical Society) - 209:798 (Vol. II)
"...for the Secret Doctrine is the Truth, and that religion is nearest divine that has contained it with least
adulteration." (H.P. Blavatsky) - 195:292 (Vol. II)
"One of the first things that a newly initiated brother learns is that 'Freemasonry is a system of morality
veiled in allegory and illustrated with symbols.' He also learns that Truth is at its center." - 616
o

Truth, as perceived by the occult, is God.
"Through thinking man comes to understand and eventually, through thought put into
action, to know truth - to know God." - 889:113

o Vere also means vampire and Over-Lord from which the term Aryan derives.
"If spelt literally vampire would be uavber, uauber, or uaupir , which is the central European oupire
or oupere. These variants stem from the Sanskrit upari (Up-Ari or Up-Arya, meaning Over-Lord)...
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Over (ME-ouere) began a graphic variant of uuere which translates into the dynastic name Vere
with the Latin V being interchangeable with the double U for hard Germanic W which became V-rendering Ver or Were." - 353:4
"Etymologically, according to Max Muller, the word Arya was derived from ar- (ar-), 'plough, to
cultivate'. Therefore, Arya means - 'cultivator' agriculturer (civilized sedentary, as opposed to nomads and
hunter-gatherers), landlord;
"V.S. Apte's Sanskrit-English dictionary relates the word Arya to the root r- (r-) to which a prefix a (a)
has been appended to give a negating meaning. And therefore the meaning of Arya is given as 'excellent,
best', followed by 'respectable' and as a noun, 'master, lord, worthy, honorable, excellent', upholder of
Arya values, and further: teacher, employer, master, father-in-law, friend, Buddha." - 360
o

The DeVere bloodline, which began with Godfroi de Vere de Bouillon, constitutes the
Dragon Court.

"The Plantagenets were themselves a junior branch of the House of Anjou, whose senior branch was the
House of Vere [whose] ancestry was jointly Pictish and Merovingian descending from the ancient Grail
House of Scythia." - 248:8
"The Dragon Court exists as an organization solely for the bloodline descendants of the ancient Vere
family -- the senior bloodline successors as a Scythian-Merovin, Elven House of Princess Maelasanu -and for those whose bloodlines are extracted from this descent and its ancient Dragon Court." - 342:8
"...The Holy Grail itself was Elven as was Jesus himself, complete with his Crown of Fairy Thorns,
depicted as the headgear of Godfroi de Vere de Bouillon in the 12th century." - 342:5
"...Merovingian claimant, 'Prince Nicholas de Vere' of the so-called Dragon Order...is...named Tom
Weir." - 352


GEORGE W. BUSH belongs to the Merovingian Vere/Weir Bloodline.
Ancestry of George W. Bush
George Walker Bush, b. New Haven, Conn., 6 July 1946, Governor of Texas from 1994 to
2000, U.S. President from 2001
m. Glass Memorial Chapel, First United Memorial Church, Midland, Texas, 5 Nov. 1977,
Laura Lane Welch, b. Midland, Texas, 4 Nov. 1946, dau. of Harold Bruce Welch and Jenna
Louise Hawkins. Further details of her ancestry can be found here.
GRANDPARENTS
Prescott Sheldon Bush, b. Columbus, Ohio, 15 May 1895, living in St. Louis, Mo., in 1920,
U.S. Senator from 1952 to 1963, d. New York, N.Y., 8 Oct. 1972 [SSDI 091-26-7848] m.
Kennebunkport, Maine, 6 Aug. 1921
Dorothy Walker, b. near Walker's Point, York Co., Me., 1 July 1901, living with parents St.
Louis, Mo., 1910, living with parents St. Louis, Mo., 1920, d. Greenwich, Conn., 19 Nov. 1992
[SSDI 040-38-9160]
GREAT-GRANDPARENTS
George Herbert Walker, b. St. Louis, Mo., 11 June 1875, living St. Louis, Mo., 1900, living St.
Louis, Mo., 1910, living St. Louis, Mo., 1920, d. New York, N.Y., 24 June 1953 m. St. Louis,
Mo., 17 Jan. 1899
Lucretia [Loulie] Wear, b. St. Louis, Mo., 17 Sept. 1874, living with husband St. Louis, Mo.,
1900, living with husband St. Louis, Mo., 1910, living with husband St. Louis, Mo., 1920, d.
Biddeford, Me., 28 Aug. 1961
GREAT-GREAT-GRANDPARENTS
James Hutchenson Wear, b. Otterville, Mo., 30 Sept. 1838, d. St. Louis, Mo., 14 Sept. 1893 m.
St. Louis, Mo., 4 Dec. 1866
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GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GRANDPARENTS
William Gault Wear, b. Blount Co., Tenn., 11 Dec. 1817, d. Eureka Springs, Ark., ca. 1900 m.
Cooper Co., Mo., 2 Nov. 1837
GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GRANDPARENTS
James Hutchenson Weir, b. Va. 30 Sept. 1789, d. Cooper Co., Mo., Apr. 1832 m. Knoxville,
Tenn., 27 Oct. 1812 - 486
Ancestry of Richard Bruce Cheney
[...]
8/GREAT-GRANDPARENTS
1088 William Fletcher, b. in England in 1622, emigrated with his father, d. Chelmsford,
Mass., 6 Nov. 1677 [Fletcher 3 (pp. 11-12)] m. Concord, Mass., 7 Oct. 1645
1089 Lydia (?Fairbanks), widow of Edward Bates, d. Chelmsford, Mass., 12 Oct. 1704
[...]
1088 & 1089 have other descendants, such as:
William Fletcher m. Lydia (?Fairbanks)
.William Fletcher m. Sarah Richardson
.Esther Fletcher m. Stephen Pierce (below)
.Benjamin Pierce m. Elizabeth Merrill (below)
|.Benjamin Pierce m. Anna Kendrick
| .FRANKLIN PIERCE (1804-1869), US President
.Esther Pierce m. Nathan Richardson
.Esther Richardson m. Joshua Pierce
.James Pierce m. Polly/Mary Stacy
.Gen. James Pierce m. Chloe Holbrook
.Jonas James Pierce m. Kate Pritzel
.Scott Pierce m. Mabel Marvin
.Marvin Pierce m. Pauline Robinson
.Barbara Pierce m. George Herbert Walker Bush (below)
.GEORGE WALKER BUSH (b. 1946), US President


The Dragon Court's agenda is carried out by a secret society called the Order of the Dragon, which is a
front for the Dragon Court.
"The Imperial and Royal Dragon Court is a closed fraternity of individuals, fronted by those who trace
their ancestry and affiliations back to the ancient Grail and Dragon families." - 357
"John Adam's forebearers in England were said to belong to a sect of English Druids called the Dragons,
which also included Sir Walter Raleigh and John Dee." - 42:245
"The Masonic-Rosicrucian tradition had a profound influence on the formation of American democracy
but there was another European secret society which had a place in the early history of the nation. This
fraternity was centered round the Adams family who were, as we have seen, involved in the Revolution
and provided the new republic with several Presidents. In 1823, the President John Adams ordered a
tombstone to be erected to mark the grave of this ancestor Henry Adams who had emigrated to the
colonies from the southwest of England in the early 1600s. This gravestone records that Adams fled from
the Dragon persecution in Devonshire and founded a colony at Mount Walliston, which had been
renamed Merrymount by the neo-pagan Thomas Morton.
"It is claimed by the American writer Andrew E. Rothovius that Adams was not, as is generally
assumed, a Puritan fleeing religious persecution but a leader of a secret society called the Dragons whose
members attempted to revive the old pagan religion in the reign of Elizabeth I and James I. The Dragon
title was a reference to the mysterious earth energy at sacred power centres and ley lines which form a
network of ancient megalithic sites.
"The Dragons regarded King James' son Prince Henry as the only hope for the future of their country...
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Henry had challenged his father's policies by seeking to instigate social reforms. He had even tried to
persuade the king to abdicate once he was old enough to take over the reigns of power. This event was
anticipated by the Dragons who seemed to have regarded Henry as a reincarnation of King Arthur
destined to bring about their Utopian dream of a perfect society ruled by spiritual principles and laws.
Disaster struck, however, on Henry's eighteenth birthday when he fell ill and died within a few days... It
was this tragedy which prompted the Dragon members to leave England and set sail for the New World.
The Adams family, who were some of the original Dragon colonists, concealed their pagan beliefs under
a veneer of Puritanism when they reached America. A few did have some contact with the pantheist
Thomas Morton but their long-term plan came to fruition with the American Revolution and the part John
Adams took in its inception and aftermath." - 25:87,88
TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS
GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


The agenda of the Dragon Court is consistent with the Golden Age of enlightened mankind via pre-flood
Atlantean wisdom.
"Today, the Imperial and Royal Court of the Dragon, with its inner court of Sarcony Rend, resides within
the greater Dragon Sovereignty of the Grail Kingdoms. Its purpose is largely educational, being a
repository for the corpus of ancient knowledge which has been handed down from early times." - 348:227
The five holy obligations of the Dragon Court are:
1. Protection of the earth
2. Upholding of peace
3. Support of the downtrodden
4. Defense of the feminine
5. Pursuit of knowledge - 358

PERSONAL APPLICATION


Satan's thrones are under the dominion of Jesus Christ.
For by him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether
they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for him: Col. 1:16
Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet. Psalm 91:13

10-H. KING OF KINGS (Dragon King/Pendragon)
PREMISE



Jesus Christ is the King of Kings who will smite and rule the nations.
The Antichrist, who is the Pendragon or Druidic King of Kings, will smite and rule the nations.
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The Millennium: Jesus Christ is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords who will smite and rule the nations.
PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION
Pre-Flood Era: The Merovingians trace their lineage to Cain, the first Dragon King.
Old Testament Period: The Druidic Dragon King was known as the King of Kings.
Church Age: The Druidic Dragon King was passed on to the Merovingian kings.
Great Tribulation: The Antichrist, who is the Pendragon or Druidic King of Kings, will smite and rule the
nations.
PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS
PROGRAM OF GOD
THE MILLENNIUM


Jesus Christ is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords on whose shoulder the government of the nations will
rest.
And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and
True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war. His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head
were many crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself. And he was clothed
with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called The Word of God. And the armies which were in
heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean. And out of his mouth
goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron:
and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. And he hath on his vesture
and on his thigh a name written, KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS. - Rev.19:16

PROGRAM OF SATAN
PRE-FLOOD ERA


The Merovingians trace their kingly succession to the original Dragon King, which was Cain.
"One of the interesting items from the archives of the Dragon Court was the origin of the word
'kingship'. It derives from the very earliest of Sumerian culture wherein 'kingship' was identical with
'kinship' - and 'kin' means 'blood relative'. In its original form, 'kinship' was 'Kainship'. And the first King
of the Messianic Dragon succession was the biblical 'C(Kain)', head of the Sumerian House of Kish.
"On recognizing this, one can immediately see the first anomaly in the tradition of the Genesis story,
for the historical line from David to Jesus was not from Adam and Eve's son, Seth, at all. It was from
Eve's son Cain, whose recorded successors (although given little space in the Old Testament) were the
first great Kings (or Kains) of Mesopotamia and Egypt...
"According to the Dragon tradition, the importance of Cain was that he was directly produced by Enki
[Satan] and Ava [Eve], so his blood was three quarters Anunnaki. His half brothers Hevel and Satanael
(better known as Abel and Seth) were less than half Anunnaki, being the offspring of Ateba and Ava
(Adam and Eve)...
"We can now progress our story by considering the oldest Grant of Arms in sovereign history - the
Grant of Arms which denoted the Messianic Dragon Bloodline for all time. The Sumerians referred to this
insignia as the Gra-al... From biblical history, we know it better as the 'Mark of Cain'." (Laurence
Gardner) - 612 (Part I)

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD
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The Dragon King was known as the King of Kings and his symbol, Draco, represented his succession
through the Egyptian pharaohs, the Egyptian Therapeutae, the Qumran Essenes to the Merovingian kings
of Europe.
"The kings of the early succession (who reigned in Sumer and Egypt before becoming kings of Israel)
were anointed upon coronation with the fat of the Dragon (the sacred crocodile). This noble beast was
referred to in Egypt as the Messeh (from which derived the Hebrew verb 'to anoint'), and the kings of this
dynastic succession were always referred to as 'Dragons', or 'Messiahs' (meaning 'Anointed Ones')
"In times of battle, when the armies of different kingdoms were conjoined, an overall leader was
chosen and he was called the 'Great Dragon' (the 'King of Kings') - or, as we better know the name in its
old Celtic form, the 'Pendragon'...
"In pictorial representation, the Messianic Dragon was, in essence, a large-jawed serpent with four legs,
very much like a crocodile or a monitor. This was the Sacred Messeh whose name was 'Draco.' Draco was
a divine emblem of the Egyptian pharaohs, a symbol of the Egyptian Therapeutate, of the Essenes of
Qumran, and was the Bistea Neptunis (the sea serpent) of the descendant Merovingian Fisher-Kings in
Europe." (Laurence Gardner) - 612 (Part I)

CHURCH AGE


The Druidic Dragon King or Pendragon, also called the King of Kings, was chosen by a Council of Elders
to rule over all the kingdoms.
"...Cymbeline was the 'Pendragon' of mainland Britain during Jesus's lifetime. The Pendragon, or 'Head
Dragon of the Island'...was the King-of-Kings and 'Guardian of the Celtic Isle'. The title was not dynastic;
Pendragons were appointed from Celtic royal stock by a Druidic council of elders...
"The concept of the dragon in Celtic mythology emerged directly from the holy crocodile (the Messeh)
of the ancient Egyptians. The Pharaohs were anointed with crocodile fat, and thereby attained the
fortitude of the Messeh (Thus Messiah -- Anointed One). The image of the intrepid Messeh evolved to
become the Dragon, which in turn became emblematic of mighty kingship.
"The Celtic Kings in Britain were called 'dragons' in the ancient Messeh tradition as intrepid guardians.
But there were many separate kingdoms in those days before England gained an overall monarch in
Saxon times. It was therefore necessary to appoint a King-of-Kings -- a High King to preside overall, and
to lead combined armies from different tribal areas. The first Pendragon (Head Dragon/High King) was
Cymbeline." - 29:183
"...Columba...in 574, had crowned and anointed King Aedan mac Gabran of Dalriada (Celtic Pendragon
and father of King Arthur) - the first British monarch to be installed by priestly ordination - and this
greatly upset the Church of Rome." - 92:30



The Druidic Pendragon was passed on to the Merovingian kings in 666 A.D.
"The Celtic Pendragons were not father-to-son successors in a particular descent, but were chosen from
various reigning dragon families and individually elected by a druidic council of elders to be the King of
Kings. The last Pendragon was Cadwaladr of Gwynedd, who died in A.D. 664. At around that time much
of Britain fell to the Germanic influence of the invading Anglo-Saxon and Angle-land (England) was
born as distinct from Scotland and Wales." - 348:224
"In 666, probably still in Ireland, Dagobert married Mathilde, a Celtic princess." - 31:247
"The Merovingian kings were noted sorcerers in the manner of the Samaritan Magi..." - 29:171
"There was a very great 'Jewish' component among the Sicambrian Franks/Merovingians and, because
they practiced polygamy (another Merovingian peculiarity) they left a great number of offspring. These
aristocratic Merovingian children married into almost all of the noble families of Europe during the 5th,
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6th, and 7th centuries. This has prompted more than one historian to suggest that the foundation of
European nobility is Jewish!" - 261:180
TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS
GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE


The Antichrist or Beast out of the Sea will be the Pendragon of the Merovingian bloodline and Grand
Master of the Prieuré de Sion.
"...the 'Prieuré documents' - have endeavored to trace the Merovingians to ancient Greece, and
specifically to the region known as Arcadia...[and] with Arcadia's royal house." - 31:238
". . . the mysterious sea beast -- the Bistea Neptunis -- as symbolically defined in the Merovingian
ancestry. The relevant sea-lord was King Pallas, a god of old Arcadia...The immortal sea-lord was said to
be 'ever-incarnate in a dynasty of ancient kings' whose symbol was a fish - as was the traditional symbol
of Jesus." 29:166, 175
"...there is no question that some of Nostradamus' prophecies were not prophecies but referred quite
explicitly to the past - to the Knights Templars, the Merovingian dynasty, the history of the House of
Lorraine. A striking number of them refer to the Razes - the old comté of Rennes-le-Chateau. And the
numerous quatrains that refer to the advent of 'le Grand Monarch'...indicate that this sovereign will derive
ultimately from the Languedoc.'" - 31:170
―After the last battle the Grand Monarque will arise and reign from Avignon, ancient city of Cathars and
Popes, watched over by a Black Virgin. This is foretold by Nostradamus....[t]he Grand Monarque, of
'Trojan blood and Germanic heart' who is also 'King of Blois' and 'Belgic', is presumably of the
Merovingian bloodline." - 272:149
"There are at least a dozen families in Britain and Europe today -- with numerous collateral branches -who are of Merovingian lineage. These include the House of Hapsburg-Lorraine... Plantard, Luxembourg,
Montpezat, Montesque, and various others. According to the 'Prieuré documents' the Sinclair family in
Britain is also allied to the bloodline, as are various branches of the Stuarts... In many of its documents
the Sion asserts that the new king, in accordance with Merovingian tradition, would 'rule but not
govern'. In other words he would be a priest-king who functions primarily in a ritual and symbolic
capacity; and the actual business of governing would be handled by someone else -- conceivably by the
Prieuré de Sion." - 31:409-10
"...a pedigree cannot be used as a stepping-stone to power. Rather, it is a trump card which can be played
only to consolidate power once power has already been obtained. A man cannot say, 'Look who I am', and
expect on that basis to be elected or promoted pope, president, king or emperor, and more or less securely
installed as such, he could then say, Look who I am'... In consequence, the Prieuré so far as the immediate
future is concerned, is unlikely to do anything sudden, startling or dramatic. If on the other hand, a
charismatic monarchical figure were swept dramatically to power by a tide of popular acclamation his
mandate would be altogether different. It would seem that the Prieuré de Sion can provide a Messiah of
the kind that Jesus himself, as an historical personage, actually was." - 232:372-5



The Druidic Dragon King / Antichrist will smite and rule the nations.
And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive
power as kings one hour with the beast. These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength
unto the beast. - Rev. 17:12,13
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After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong
exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with the
feet of it: and it was diverse from all the beasts that were before it; and it had ten horns. - Dan. 7:7
PERSONAL APPLICATION
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